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Experienced sailors lost on Fitzgerald
TOLhDO (AP) - Two 01 sewn area
sailors lost when the ore-hauler
Edmund Fitzgerald sank in a storm in
Lake Superior laie Monday survived
previous disasters at sea.
William Spengler. 59', of Toledo, a
watchman with '5 years experience on
the lakes and IS years in the Navy.
was wounded in the Japanese attack
on Pearl Harbor in I'M I as his ship
sank
Thomas Edwards. 50. of Oregon.
Ohio was aboard a ship that was sunk
during World War II.
THE OTHER victims also had long
experience in sailing the Great Lakes.

including
the
captain,
Ernest
McSorley, 63. of Toledo, who had
planned to retire this yeai after 44
years at sea.
Spengler joined the Navy after
leaving school in Archbold. He was
boatswain mate aboard the battleship
Maryland at the time of the Japanese
attack. It was anchored near the
Arizona, the wreckage of which is a
national shrine.
Spengler spent some tune in a
wheelchair as a lesult of his injuries.
After leaving the Navy, he sailed on
lake ships for 25 years, serving
different vessels.
His wife. Margaret, laid he enjoyed

being a wheelman, but
intense work.

that

it is

Edwards had worked 15 years
aboard various ships operated by the
Oglebay-Norton Co. of Cleveland, the
firm
which
had chartered the
Fitzgerald.
ANOTHER OF the lost sailors.
Ralph Walton. 58. of Fremont sailed
for Oglebay for 10 years and Ins -on.
Allen, sailed under the same Hag. His
brother. Wade, of Oregon formerly
sailed on the Fitzgeiald and is now on
the sister ship. Reserve.
Robert Rafferty. 62. of Toledo was

a steward on the Fitzgerald. He was
aboard the freightei Monday II I
replacement for a first cook who tailed
to return to dut> because of an illness,
his wife said.
Rafferty had been assigned to the
Fitzgerald
three weeks ago for
temporary duty as a relief cook and
steward and had expected to be home
this week.
Russel Haskell, 40. of Millhury.
second assistant engincci on the
Fitzgerald, had survived previous

storms on the Great Lakes, his wife
said.
SHE EXPLAINED that her husband
said Ins ship would always seek shelter
from a storm on an island where the
crew would "hide out" for as long as
live
dass. She said she can't
understand why the ship didn't take
the action Monday.
Haikell
had
been
with
Oglebay-Norton Co. since he was 18
and had been on the Fitzgerald the
pa-i three yean, lie was to return

home for the winter Sunday or
Monday.
Eugene O'Brien. 50. of Perrysburg
Township, a wheelman, who began his
seagoing career at the age of l<>. had
been in three bad storms on Lake
Superior before, a close personal
friend said.
"He never expressed any fear of the
lakes, and he always looked at the
happy side of things." the friend said.
O'Brien had planned to begin his
winter vacation in December.

PERS offers few benefits
Bv Mark Hein
The Public Employes Retirement
System
(PERS).
recently
made
available to civil service employes at
the University, offers benefits to
student employe-, according to Dr.
Richard Eakin. sice provosl for
student affairs.
At the end of October students
working on campus received a letter
from Kurt Zimmerman, director of
student employment.explaining PERS
as a retirement plan fot persons
working for the state of Ohio,
including student employes at state
universities, he Mid
Students can w.uve the retirement
plan !>> tilling out an exemption form,
hut tlie exemption only covers the
first
800
houts
of
campus
employment, Zimmerman said.
AFTER A STUDENT has worked
beyond 800 hours, he automatically
becomes a menibci ol PFKS "and
appropriate payroll deductions will be
withheld
from
each
paycheck,"
Zimmerman said.
The PERS payroll deduction from
each paycheck is equal to eight per
cent of the student's gross earnings.
Dr. Eakin said the only student
benefit of the retirement plan would

be for those students who plan on
working for the state aftei graduation.
Otherwise the student has little 10
gam from the system, he said, adding
that most students would lather have
(he eight pei cent deduction ui then
pockets
The letter staled that once students
join PFRS. the) remain members until
they stop working for the University,
Dr. Eakin said that once a student
slops working tor the university he can
recover the money put Into PERS with
no penalty even if lie mild decide lo
work fot the stale in the future,

ONE PART of Zimmerman'i leitet
read. "A student-employe who is not
exempted will become I member i^i
the Public Employees Retirement
System.'' However, Dr. Eakin said
membership is not as automatic as the
letter implies He said it was phrased
to prompt as many students as
possible to sign enliei an enrollment 01
an exemption form
Dr. Eakin added that students who
do not complete eulici form "could
have a real problem" and said that the
student probably will not be-allowed
to work for the University an) longer.
Dr. Eakin said about 1,655 students
have filled oui exemption forms, six

students have signed up lor the plan
and two students have informed the
Student Employment Office that they
already are on PERS.
According to Di. Eakin. about >>00
Student! have >ei lo file for or waive
PERS He said they may icquire the
remaining students to fill out one of
the forms when they pick up their
payioll checks at the Bursar's office.
In the future students who stall
working on campus most likely will
complete the PERS forms when they
apply for work. Dr. Eakin said.

Weather
Mostly cloudy with a chance of
snow flurries today. Highs today
in the mid to upper 30s. Fair
tonight and tomorrow. Lows
tonight in the low to mid 20s.
Highs tomorrow in the low 40s.
Probability of precipitation 30 per
cent today and ten per cent
tonight.

Fitzgerald

Life jackets and floating debris were the only traces of the Great
Lakes freighter Fitzgerald found near the ship's last reported
position The Fitzgerald, with a crew of 28 to 30 men.
disappeared in a storm on Lake Super MM Monday night (AP

wlrephoto)

Ford requests ABA advice

Supreme Court justice sought
WASHINGTON (AP) •■ The Ford
administration asked the American Bar
Association
(ABA)
for
advice
yesterday on a replacement for
Supreme
Court
Justice
William
Douglas and promised the choice
would be made quickly but with great
deliberation.
President Ford has not yet set a
time
schedule
for
making the
appointment. Press Secretary Ron
Nessen said.
Douglas, who has served longei than
anyone else in history on the Supreme
Court, retired Wednesday because ol
ill health.
ATTY. GEN. Edward Levi sent a
list of possible court nominees to the
American Bar Association for a review
of
their
qualifications,
Justice
Department spokesman Robert Havel
said.
Havel said the list was prepared in
consultation with the White House,
but he said he could not disclose
details.
Lawrence Walsh, president of the
ABA, said its Committee on Federal
Judiciary has received some names of
prospective nominees for review but
did not say how many names were
received or whether any women's
names were on it.
In addition, the committee was
invited lo give additional names for
consideration.
"The
committee's
investigation
concerns
only
professional

qualificailons such as In- oi hei
integrity, judicial temperament and
professional ability as known in olhei
members ol the professk>n,H the
statement -aid.
AN ABA committee is expected to
meet Wednesday to make its review,
Nessen said that Ford has not had
time to draw up a lengthy list of
qualifications for the successor.
"It is obviously one of the most
important decisions that any President
is called upon to make." Nessen said.

lie added that Ford "will do u with
great deliberation."
Nessen said thai "there is a certain
urgency to hive a full court" since
Douglas has been unable to carry a full
burden since he was stricken and Ford
wants to act "as quickly as possible."
THE LIST ol possible nominee!
may he weighted with women and
conservatives. First Ijdy Betty Ford
said yesterday she has urged her
husband lo appoint the first woman to
the Supreme Court.

Senate defense committee
okays Rumsfeld nomination
WASHINGTON (AP)- The Senate
Armed Services Committee yesterday
unanimously approved the nomination
of Donald Runisleld to become
secretary of defense.
The committee acted on a 16-0 vote
in open session after adopting a
resolution praising outgoing Secretary
of Defense James Schlesinger for
"excellence in office, intellectual
honesty. . .courage
and
independence."
Committee Chairman John Stennis
(D-Miss.), said he expects Rumsfeld's
nomination to be brought up in the

Senate fot confirmation next week.
ALTHOUGH MANY senators have
deplored Schlcsinger's ouster by Ford,
it appeared that Rumsfeld will be
confirmed by the full Senate with
little or no opposition.
The Armed Services Committee
voted after two days of generally
friendly questioning of Rumsfeld, now
Ford's White House chief of staff.
On every major issue raised,
Rumsfeld indicated he agreed with
positions taken in the past by
Schlesinger.
In the final rounds of questioning.

Kidnapings renew clashes in Lebanon

A University student turns to the Ice Arena oiling for
help during ice skating class. (Newsphoto by Ed
Suba)

BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) - Bands of
gunmen took over Beirut streets
yesterday in a wave of kidnapings that
touched off renewed clashes between
Christian and Moslem militias.
Army commandos killed two armed
men in an exchange of fire at Beirut
International Airport. The gunfire
spread panic among hundreds of
passengers awaiting flights out of the
Lebanese capital.
The renewed violence emptied
offices and shops. Most Beirut
residents lied their home's fearing the
10-day-old cease-fire in Lebanon's civil
war was heading for collapse. By late
yesterday afternoon the city was
deserted.
PREMIER
RASHID
KARAMI

Douglas' himself volunteered no
thoughts about a successoi when
reporters asked him about It, His only
comment was. "I have no prejudices
against women."
Douglas told reporters yesterday he
reluctantly stepped down "because the
pain is too great." He suffered a stioke
last Dec. 31 and 1* partially paralyzed.
Douglas.
77.
a
vigorous
ouldoorsnian before his slioke. also
said he wished lo be icineinbered as
"someone who made the earth a little
more beaiitilul "

called an emergency meeting of his
cease-fire commission consisting of
heads of Moslem and Christian private
armies, national security chiefs and
Palestinian guerrilla leaders.
A police source said there was
increasing evidence militia leaders and
guerrilla captains were unable to
control their own gunmen, leaving
local cease-fire committees powerless
to halt the abductions.
More than 17 persons were captured
by roaming gangs before last night,
police reported, adding to the 120
captured overnight.
The victims often are held only a
short time but sometimes are tortured
or killed if their captors believe they
have links with opposing forces.

David Dodge, a long-time American
resident of Beirut, was picked up by
gunmen Wednesday evening and
robbed of his car and about $50
before being released unharmed.
ACQUAINTANCES
SAID
the
kidnapers accused Dodge, an oil
pipeline executive, of helping Smuggle
arms to the right-wing Christian
Phalange party militia,
The kidnapers allegedly identified
themselves as members of the Popular
Front for the Liberation of Palestine,
but a spokesman for the front denied
any connection with the incident.
He said right-wing gunmen or "just
plain thieves" covered their acts by
claiming to be members of the
Palestinian resistance.

Sens. Henry Jackson (D-Wash.) and
Sam Nunn (D-Ga). urged Rumsfeld to
insist that the views of Defense
officials be brought to bear in any
major negotiations with the Soviet
Union on arms limitations.
Jackson said Schlesinger and former
Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird
were left in the dark about certain
important
details
in
U.S.-Soviet
agreement in 1972 on strategic nuclear
arms limitations.
"LAIRD DIDNT know about some
of the provisions of that agreement
until two years later." Jackson said.
He told Rumsfeld. "It would be
tragic if you were not available" at the
next summit meeting.
Rumsfeld did not commit himself
to pressing for his personal appearance
at the next summit, indicating this is a
prerogative of President Ford.
However, he said the President had
said "it would be appropriate" to have
representatives
of
the
Defense
Department at negotiations below the
presidential level, where Secretary of
State
Henry
Kissinger
normally
handles the dealings with the Russians.
At the same time. Rumsfeld said
Ford had let him know that the
President wants a "close working
relationship" between himself and his
State
Department
and
Defense
Department chief and between the
departments themselves "so any
differences will be brought before him
in a timely way."
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epiT8RiaLS
fill court vacancy
with qualified woman
The resignation of William Douglas from the Supreme Court
Wednesday has left a vacancy on the bench that should be filled by a
woman. President Ford has the responsibility for nominating
Douglas' successor and must consider some very prominent, qualified
and competent women for the position.
Heading the list of most likely candidates for the spot as first
female justice on the Supreme Court is Carla Hills. Hills, a
Republican, is the current secretary of housing and urban
development. She is the only woman on Ford's cabinet and has
demonstrated ability in national affairs.
Other possible nominees include Republican Betty Southard
Murphy, the chairman of the National Labor Relations Board and
Rita Hauser. former U.S. representative to the United Nations'
Commission on Human Rights and New York lawyer who also is a
Republican.
There are two Democratic women who also are qualified for the
Supreme Court position and should not be discounted. They are
Rep. Martha Griffiths of Michigan and Rep. Shirley Hufstedlcr of the
U.S. Court of Appeals in Los Angeles.
First Lady Betty Ford is a strong advocate of placing a woman on
the Supreme Court bench. But regardless of her proddings President
Ford himself should recognize the talents and achievements of these
women candidates and select one of them for the vacant Supreme
Court station.

billing practices
called
By Jeffery Sipos
741 HishSi.No.69
Guest Student Columnist
I have been a student here at good
oP BGSU for the past three years and
in that time I have been asked by
many people, both parents and
prospective students alike, "what's it
like at BG?..
My standard reply has always been
"I think it's a great school. The people
are. for the most pan. really great, the
professors excellent, the courses, for
the most part, stimulating, interesting
and useful, bul Ihe administration is
messed up. They may be able to
educate people, but they can't run a
school."
Yet with all the foul-ups in
registration.
losing
important
documents necessary to my receiving
my social security, and general all
around inefficiency, the events of the
past week topped everything that I
have ever gone through here.
Two weeks ago. I received a rather
nasty letter saying that if I did not pay
the University the money owed to it.
my registration would be cancelled.
Now this is all well and good because
if I owe money to someone I want to
know about it. Bul the damnable thing
about this k'ter is that it was the first
statement I received since paying my
fall quarter fees!
The Office of the Bursar did,
however, graciously allow me until
Nov. 14 to pay what I owed. The end
you say1 Read on.
As you all know, we are undergoing
the dreaded three-nmevj-year illness
known as registration now. Naturally.
I expected my lorms to be sent to me
so I, too, could take pan in this
phenomenon. Nov. 6 rolled around
and still no forms, so over to the
"Power Tower" I went, only to be
told that I couldn't register until I paid
my dues.
Now I ask you: Isn't it a bit
unreasonable to threaten cancellation,
refuse registration and in general make
life miserable because of an unpaid bill
which I had no knowledge of urffil two
weeks ago?
When I paid my fall quarter fees,
included in the itemized bill was a Sb
fee for the ice hockey course that I am
presendy taking. That was SI less than
usual but 1 figured the Office of the
Bursar would catch up with me sooner
or later.
But when I received the previously
mentioned bill, proudly emblazoned
on the list of what I owed was the
notation "PE 200 $7." When I tried to
explain the double payment to the
people at the office, all they would tell
me was, "just pay everything you owe
and well take care of any errors." The
consequences of nonpayment: no
registration card.
So I decided to send the Office of
the Bursar a replica of the letter they
sent me. It reads, in part, as follows:
Account Balance $6. My records show
that your processing of fee payments
was incorrect and...part of one fee
was...paid twice. Since there was an
overpayment, I am asking for a
credit...or...refund...If not, the above

amount will be withheld from future
fee payments.
I don't know if this will solve
anything, but it. and this letter, is
giving me a great deal of satisfaction. I
hope some good comes of it.
One last thought before I close.
When a student in this University
wants something, he'll usually have to
wait around until the University gets
around to it. But when the University
yells 'frog' at the student, he has little
choice bul to jump, and immediately,
if not sooner, or else no registration.
Like I said: the people here may be
able to educate, but they can't run a
school. They obviously didn'l graduate
from here.

the daughters of DES
WASHINGTON - Around Labor
Day this year, Mrs. Gladys Lang of
Stonybrook, New York, got a letter
containing some terribly disturbing
news from the University of Chicago's
Lying-in Hospital, where Mrs. Lang
had given birth to a baby girl many
years previously. The letter said:
"During the years 1951 and 1952
when you were an obstetrical patient
at the Chicago Lying-in Hospital, some
obstetrical
patients received an
estrogenic
hormone, known as
Diethylstilbestrol (or DES), during
pregnancy. At that time it was
generally accepted in medical circles
that this hormone was useful and safe
in pregnancy. However, the late Dr.
William Dieckmann of the Lying-in
staff concluded as the result ol
research undertaken at that time that
the hormone was not useful, and it is
not currently recommended for
pregnant women.
"It was only recently that some
reports in medical literature have
suggested that the use of the drug by
women during pregnancy may have
some relationship to the development
of some abnormal conditions in the
genital tracts of their offspring, in
particular, daughters, many years
later."
In truth, the evidence is mounting
thai DES daughters, as they are now
called, arc particularly prone to cancer
of the vagina and a prc-cancerous
condition known as adenosis.
THEN IS IT right for pregnant
women to gamble with Ihe health of
their unborn offspring by agreeing to
panicipate in drug studies such as Ihe
one conducted at Lying-in?
Maybe yes and maybe no, but Mrs
Lang never made the gamble. She was
among 1,000 randomly selected
women who were given this drug
without their knowledge or consent,
informed or otherwise. They were
used as though they were laboratory
animals.
According to the article on the
experiment, written by the late Dr.
Dieckmann. each expectant mother
was told that the pills "would cause no
harm to hei or her fetus." Actually,
the reason for the study was that
doubt did cxisl about DES.
One of Ihe participants in the study.
Dr. Charles McCartney, is quoted in a
1972 Associated Piess dispatch by
Bernard Gavzer. as saying: "Thousands
of women were taking stilbestrol
(DES) and a great deal was written
about the increased salvage rate in
high-risk pregnancies, particularly with

patients, with diabetes and those with
threatened abortions. Dr. Dieckmann
was skeptical of the reports and
designed an experiment to test the
hypothesis. Our question was. "Does it.
DES. do any good?" Our answer was.
•No.' "
The question might belter have
been. "How much harm does it do?"
The first article in the medical
literature suggesting this sort of
compound might cause abnormal
growth (metaplasia) appeared in 1933.
THE POSSIBILITY that it might be
a cancer-causing agent was specifically
raised in the American Journal of
Obstetrics and Gynecology in 1941
and again in 1949.
So in 1951 it is passed oul to 1.000
women and nary a word that al Icasi
some practitioners thought it might
well he a dangerous poison. And it is
still being passed oul. both as a
"morning-after"
contraceptive
chemical and in cattle feed whence it

passes into the human bodies of the
people who eat beef.
Moreover, even after the Dieckmann
study demonstrated that DES does no
good, doctors continued to give it to
pregnant women. Between 1969 and
1970 an average of 100,000 DES
prescriptions were written every year.
There are so many disturbing, cruel
and grisly aspects to the medical
history of this drug, it's hard to decide
what to object to first. Should we
begin with the administration of a
dangerous drug to 1,000 women and
their unborn children without their
permission?
Dr. McCartney in the 1972
interview contended that 24 years ago
there was "no such thing as informed
consent. ..Informed consent is a
current regulation."
TECHNICALLY HE is right. The
specific rules and regulations came
after these experiments on human
victims, but the ethical precept of
primum non noccre-or first of all. do
no harm-has been the cardinal
principle of the practice of medicine
for two-going-on-three thousand years.
That
the
Federal
Drug
Administration has had to promulgate
a formal rule prohibiting doctors from
poisoning their patients testifies to the
morals of the profession.
But don't take any comfort from
the FDA's telling your doctor he can't

v

SOME OF US FEa NOUR TIME WOULD BE BETTER SPENT AT N0UR DESK.''

kissinger still commands the
WASHINGTON-Now that the dust
is settling around Ihe White House, it
is useful to examine what has changed,
if anything, and to ponder how the
new Ford men and the survivors will
interact with each other and with the
president in the execution of foreign
policy.
The first and foremost realization, it
seems to me, is that Mr. Ford's
reshuffling of his national security
team does not mean the scrapping of
the basic tenets of U.S. doctrine.
Despite the near-hysteria in some
quarters, the realignment of the top
power structure does not signal a
realignment of American policy goals.
James Schlesinger is gone, but not
the Ford commitment to a defense
posture "second to none." as he said
the other night in Boston.
HENRY KISSINGER remains the
secretary of state, although with
slightly clipped wings. Also remaining
is the president's dedication to the
pursuit of detente with the Soviet
Union and to the improvement of
relations with the People's Republic ol"
China.
And the sacking of CIA Director
William Colby, while temporarily
postponed, does not signal a
weakening of Ford resolve to maintain
a strong and effective intelligence
gathering apparatus.
The president. Kissmger and key
American officials have quietly sought
to reinforce these points with private
messages to all of the major foreign
capitals in recent days.
Thus while some of us may not like
what has happened and still others,
myself included, may question the
manner in which it was carried out.
the fact remains that Mr. Ford has
changed people, not policy.
But policy doesn't exist in a
vacuum. Its success or failure depends
very much on how it is interpreted and
carried out. That's a people function,
dependent not only on the president's
enunciation of policy but on the
ability and personalities of those to
whom he has entrusted its innovation
and execution
THE QUESTION before the nation,
then, is whethei Mr. Ford's insistence
on a team free of tensions means there

J. F.
terHorst

(2k

is still room for the creative tensions
essential to the formulation of good
policy and the best ways of
implementing it.
For example, the strong-minded
duo of Schlesinger and Kissinger
clashed
frequently
on
the
methodology of achieving a strategic
arms balance of the USSR. But once
they were in agreement, the Russians
bought
the
Schlesingcr-Kissinger
formula at Vladivostok last year for
parity on nuclear delivery systems and
warheads.
Mr. Ford says he will feel more
comfortable with Donald Rumsfeld
running the Pentagon m place of
Schlesinger and. to the president's
credit, he isn't claiming that Rumsfeld
is the intellectual equal of his
predecessor.
While
Rumsfeld
may
equal
Schlesinger in commitment to a strong
defense
policy.
there
remains
unanswered the question of how
brilliantly he can lead the Pentagon in
the give-and-take conferences with
Kissinger before policy matters get'to
Mr. Ford's desk for ultimate decision.
Moreover. Rumsfeld is known to
have been jealous of Kissinger's power
and influence and to have suggested to
Mr. Ford that the secretary of state be
brought down a peg or two,
particularly by being forced to give up
his secondary role as presidential
adviser
for
national
security
affairs-the step that Mr. Ford took.
ADD
TO THAT Rumsfeld's
political ambition to become the Ford
running mate next year and you have a
situation calculated to exacerbate the
frictions between Kissinger and
Rumsfeld in die two highest policy
positions of the administration.
The tensions Mr. Ford sought to
eliminate by ousting Schlesinger may

treat you like he treats the rhesus
monkeys he has in the cages in the
backroom. In practical life-and-death
terms, what's this regulatory system
worth? Here is a drug that was first
fingered 42 years ago as a
troublemaker and it's still in wide use.
As for the DES daughters, well, all
of them must have frequent vaginal
examinations for the rest of their lives.
Let's not talk about the anxiety they
will have to live with, but speculate on
how much effort the institutions that
are responsible for this lovely bit of
dirty research will make to contact the
victims and warn them.
The first article linking the
administration of DES with cancer of
the vagina in the victims' daughters
was published in 1970. It was five
years la'ter that Mrs. Lang was warned,
although, as a graduate of the
University of Chicago, she says that
the alumni association has had no
trouble keeping labs on her to tap her
for contributions.
In the light of the DES experience,
maybe the FDA should think about
proposing yet one more ineffectual
rule which it then can connive with
people in the doctor business to evade.
With or without consent, nothing
should be . tested, no drugs, no
therapies, nothing until the testers
have first used it on themselves.
Copyright. 1975. The Washington
Post-King Features Syndicate

well remain, though in a different
form. Personal rivalries can affect
policy execution just as surely as
professional differences.
The burden of neutralizing the
shock effect of the Ford changeovers
on American foreign policy falls most
heavily on Kissinger, probably because
he has been so preeminently its
architect and promoter these last seven
years.
Globally.
Kissinger
is
more
respected and more influential lhan

• It

even the president. No American in
recent memory can match his
sonorous eloquence in articulating the
nation's role in the world, particularly
Kissinger's unswerving belief in the
necessity
of
Soviet-American
cooperation
to
avert
nuclear
destruc'ion.
Kissinger likes to remind listeners
that the perception of an event by
another country is often more
important than a reality of it.
In the aftermath of the Ford

shake-up, it is the secretary of state's
purpose lo convince the foreign
ministries around the world that they
should not perceive a shift in
American policy and, secondly, that
he personally is still very much the
dominant policy-maker.
Kissinger's ability to carry out this
formidable lask-and what Mr. FonJ
expects of him-will be examined in a
subsequent report.
Copyright. 1975. Universal
Press Syndicate

Since you are so extremely unhappy
with BG's housing situation, have you
ever considered transferring?

So I'd like to give them my special
"hand for the band" and say "Great
job Tigers". You are the best!

Mrs. Phil Share
Rt.2

Mrs. Robert Deil
225 E. Fourth Streesj
Navarre. Ohio

Lerrers
past housing
While on campus last week. I picked
up a copy of the Oct. 31 edition of
The BG News. Greg Warren's article
"play housing game" really ruffled my
feathers and 1 feel compelled to
answer him.
Greg, your attitudes about housing
seem to reflect an affluent family
background. Three people in a room is
surely not as catastrophic as youwould
lead your readers to believe!
As a parent trying to find the
money to send three teenagers to
college. I appreciate the University's
dedication in trying to keep the costs
down.
Food already costs enough and the
quality of education cannot be cut.
So. housing is a good area to help
reduce the costs.
My goodness, Greg, in 1952 and
1953. four of us lived in Kohl Hall in a
two-man room. If you haven't seen the
size of the rooms there, go over to
Kohl and check. We had four bunk
beds, two dressers, two desks, two
chairs and two closets (small ones, at
that!).
But we survived, had a ball and
maintained good grades (which,
according to your article, you would
find difficult to believe).
We never even considered a "sit-in"
for complaints since we were just
thankful to be there and realized the
sacrifices our parents were making to
keep us there.

tlight

Warsaw. Ohio

hand for
band spirit
On Saturday Nov. 1 I attended the
last home game of the season and
stayed over for the great Falcon
Marching Band Concert on Monday
night.
While on campus I picked up a BG
News (Friday. Oct. 31) and upon
reading a letter written by Randy
Hathaway of the Student Government
Association. I felt I had to speak out!
It was a fine letter, praising the
students--the football players, etc.
What about the band?
Does he realize the work they put.
forth each week, for the Saturday
performance? What about their spirit?
Is he aware that on Saturday morning
instead of "sleeping-in" come "rain or
shine" they are on the practice field at
8:45 a.m. until nearly II a.m.? Then
back at 12:10 p.m. for another
rehearsal before the game, plus rhe
game and post-game show.
I, for one. after eight years of being
a band parent, feel they do not get
enough credit for all their hard work
and dedication.
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Mileage rates go up
for University travel
By Cindy Smercina
Staff Reporter

Independence

Militiamen wave their machetes as they join in a
midnight celebration of Angola's independence in
Luanda Tuesday Agostinho Neto was inaugurated

Two cents a mile does
not sound like much, but it
conceivably could cost the
University several thousand
dollars as a result of new
employe travel regualtions
for the 1975-77 biennium as
dictated by Ohio House Bill
155.
The regulations raised to
15 from 13 cents the
maximum
mileage
allowance
payable
to
University employes
for
job-related
automobile
travel.
But instead of increasing
total
costs.
the
new
regualtions probably will
result in a decreased level of
ttavel and only partial
reimbursements of travel
expenses, according to Paul
Nusser. Univesity treasurer
and controller.
We don't anticipate many
more dollars in the travel
budget," he said yesterday.
He predicted that budget
administrators would cut
down
the
number
of
subsidized employe trips
and grant partial rather than
maximum reimbursements.

president at the celebration. Monday Portugal
withdrew from the African colony that it has ruled
for nearly 500 years. (AP wirephoto)

Foreign crude processing up
IIOISTON
(AP)
Domestic
refineries
are
processing
more
foreign
crude
oil than ever before
in hbslOl)
Fewei
petrol cum
piojucts .no being Imported
thjn pre-embargo days, but,
for the past IX weeks, every
third barrel of crude oil
processed ll J U S refinery
.has been imported. Five
sens ago. the ratio was
one our of
every
nine
barrels
' For
18
consecutive
.weeks, domestic refiners
have mixed more than four
million barrels a day of
nnpoiied
crude
with
domestic crude, including a
record 4.7:0.000 bands a
da> tor the week ending
Sept 18.
PRIOR TO the embargo.
the four million barrel
barrier had been broken
only once During 1^74. it
was exceeded eight times
but never, for more than
three consecutive weeks.
During
the
embargo,
crude imports ranged from a
record high of 3.774.000
barrels a day to a low of

M 18.000 a day. It look
three months to push the
level to another high ol
3.877.000 a da> alter the
embargo was lifted.
("rude
imports
aie
expected to average a record
4.131.000 barrels a day this
yeat. A high of 4.852.000
has been projected for
|07i> The 1970 average was
1.3:4.000 barrels I da)
Industry sources say the
requirements for loreign
crude will continue to climb
despite the 55-tnile speed
limn. Project Independence
--President Ford's plan to
achieve
energy.

independence—end

other

conservation efforts.
Demand for petroleum
products still is below that
of the pre-embargo days hut
domestic
production of
crude oil is in us filth
consecutive year of decline
and the end of the trend is
not in sight.
DOMESTIC output of
crude oil'
peaked
at
1.180.000 barrels a day in
1970.
An
anticipated
N..165.000 average this year
is expected to drop to
8.141.000 m l')76.

ALL SEATS $1.25
CINEMA I
OPEN 1 1 : 30

SHOW 12 00

Such trands would mean
(hat, m just six years,
domestic production will
have declined
1.039,000
h.iiicls a day or 11.3 per
cent while crude unpoits
will
have increased by
3.5:8.000 barrels a day or
:ti6.4 per cent.
There
are
some
encouraging signs
With higher prices, the
nation's stripper wells, those
thai produce less than 10
barrels a day. ended a long
nenod of decline when
l>>74
production
was
increased by 26 million
barrels.
Higher prices also have
increased explorations for
new
domestic
reserves.
Current drilling operations
arc at their highest level
since early 1962.
SUCH
TRENDS have

prompted the supply and
demand committee of the
Independent
Petroleum
Association of America to

forecast

that

the

1976

decline m domestic crude
production
will
be
approximately
124.000
har rcls a day compared with
400.000 in 1075.
Meanwhile, demand lot
petroleum
products
is
gradually climbing back
toward pre-embargo levels.
The embargo held |97.Vs
record
demand
to
17.308.000 barrels a day
and
dropped
1974
to
16.621.000 a day.
The I "75 estimate is
16.5 36.000.
hut
the
projection for 1076 is
17.: 13.000 barrels a day.
just
short
of
the
pre-embargo record.
The decline in demand

"THESE ARE maximum,
not mandatory figures," he
stressed.
Inline,! ttavel costs and a
desire
for
statewide
consistency prompted the
adoption
of
the
new
regualtions, according to
Nusser.
"The legislators wrote
this into our appropriations
bill because they wanted
consistency
among
the
various state educational
agencies," he said.
The Board of Regents
developed the basic travel
policy and the University's
Board of Trustees approved
the specific regulations Nov.
6.
A $30 per day limit on
reimbursements for food
a nd
lodging
expenses

permitted
refiners
to
gradually replcnsih refined
products inventories. As
inventories continued to
climb, cutbacks in refinery
operations were in order.

At the start of the
embargo, domestic refining
capacity was 13.5:1,000
barrels a day and it was
being operated at 101.5 per
cent of capacity.
By the end of 1974. the
capacity to process crude oil
had
been
boosted
to
14.705.000 batrels a day
but only 88.8 per cent was
in use. The current level of
operations is 84.7 per cent
for a record capacity of
15.091.000 barrels a day.

"THIS
REIMBURSEMENT is for employes
only." he said. "We cannot
pay for the spouses of
employes."
For out-of-statc travel,
actual lodging costs arc
reimbursed and a SI 3
maximum meal allowance
per day is permitted.
"Some institutions were
already paying 14 cents a
mile,"
Nusser
said
in

explaining the exception.
MOTOR
VEHICLE
liability insurance also must
be
carried
on
all
automobiles
used
for
authorized University travel
because of the new policy.
Under the old policy,
drivers were responsible for
liability insurance but the
University carried a travel
risk policy for employes
while they traveled on
University business.
Aircraft travel also is
covered under the new
regulations.
The
reimbursable fee is 10 cents
per aiimile or commercial
airfare, whichever is less
expensive.

newsnotes
Home mortgage
MIAMI BEACH, Fla. (AP) •- There is a good
possibility that sometime before the
1980s the
conventional home mortgage, which usually means fixed
monthly interest payments for 20 or :5 years, will
become relatively unconventional.
While it still has its defenders, it also has its critics,
both bonowers and lenders, who maintain that the
conventional mortgage is an inflexible instrument
ill-suited to the times.
If lendeis have their way it will be replaced by the
variable rate mortgage, in which interest payments
would rise or fall with the overall cost of money, much
as do commercial bank lending rates.

Students protest
CLEVELAND (AP) - South High School was closed
shortly after noon yesterday as about :00 students took
over portions of it in a rights protest. Principal Emil
Turczyk said.
Turczyk said he and other officials were meeting with
student representatives in an attempt to work out a
resolution of the students' demands.
He and studenls said the students were demanding
that the school abolish its requirements for hall and
campus passes, its dress code, its locker searches and
what students sec as its censorship of the school
newspaper and radio operation.

FREE

The Naval Aviator
flies the plane.
The Naval Flight Officer
calls the shots.

FRI. - SAT
MIDNIGHT
SPECIAL

incurred while ttaveling in
Ohio is included in the new
policy, which was released
Nov. 7 and took effect
immediately. The University
previously paid
"actual,
reasonable costs." according
to Nusser.
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CALL IN CLASSIFIED ADS
Flying is one of the greatest challenges a man can face.
Bui getting, a Ntlvj jel or multi-engine prop into the air
and down again is onlv par! of the |ob
Ihai's where ihe Naval Flight Officer comet in He's
the man on the learn who lakes over when the plane is airborne and its lime to sec the mission through lo its ullinialc success.
•\s a Naval Flight Officer, you'll operate radar, navigation equipment, and the mosi advanced electronic systems
in ihcskv
The tools vou'll work wdh are some of Ihe most sophisticated ever developed And most of them are classified.
It's a demanding job I he qualifications are high. And
ihe training is tough. You've got lo be a college man lo
even be considered.

on the

RADIO 93*
EXCHANGE

Bui if you're the kind ol man who can lake a challenge
like this in stride, vou'll win more than just a Naval Flight
Officer's wings of gold.
You'll win a position of respect and responsibility in the
greatest Naval air force in the world
For complete details, call us anytime, toll-tree, at
800-841-8000. Jusl ask tor ihe Naval Aviation desk.
Or slop in and sec your local Navv recruiier
Navy Officer Information Team
Interport Plaza III
16101 Snow Road

MORNINGS 9:30 - 10:00
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

Brook Park. Ohio 44142
Ph.(216)522-4830
Call collect

Stamng DARBY LLOYO RAINS MARC STEVENS KIM POPE
Mti "BIG" SALLY STROKE JACOUESKILLY CHERRY PYE
Bncttt, WALTER BOOS SASTMUNCOLOR (x) m ow IMMI u iwmi

Navy

*WAWR RADIO, 93.5 FM,
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO
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Library fifth floor to house
Great Lakes Research Center
By Ctrl Remensky
Managing Editor
The fifth floor of the
Univeisity library, which
presently contains reference
books and study areas for
graduate students, soon will
become the new home of
the Northwest Ohio Great
Lakes Research Center.
The research center, now
located in the Graduate
Center, will be moved
because of the planned
renovation of the Graduate
Center. Robert McCeein.
coordinator of facilities
planning.
said
the
renovation project probably
would begin this summer,
with the research center
being moved this spring.
MELVILLE
SPENCE,
director of the University
Library.
said
he
was
disappointed
with
the

decision, but added thai
"there isn't much I can do
but accept the decision and
try to work around it."
He explained that carrel
walls have been removed
and bookstalls soon will be.
Most
books
will
be
transferred, to the sixth
(loor, with some science
books being moved to the
Science Library in the Math
Science
Building.
Canel
facilities may be expanded
throughout the library.
A carrel is a small cubicle
with a desk in it which is
primarily designed for study
purposes. Most fifth floor
carrels spaces are assigned to
graduate students for a
quarter,
although
other
students may use them
when the student who has
reserved the carrel is not
there, Spence said.
The library has not yet

been inlormed ol a specific
date for vacating the fifth
floor, but Spence said the
transfer of materials would
be easiest lor library staff
and students if done during
the next month's class
break.
SPENCE SAID he did not
learn of the move until the
decision had been made. He
said he protested to the
Provost's Office, but to no
avail.
"This will cause the
library to be filled to
capacity sooner than we had
planned," he said.
McGeein said the move
was made because the
research
center
is
compatible
with library
functions.
The center, established in
1969 by the University and
the Ohio Historical Society.

preserves historical records
from a 19-county area in
northwest Ohio.
McGeein
said
the
Provost's
Office
was
responsible for the decision
to move the center to the
library.
"AFTER THE renovation
the president, provost, vice
provost
for
resource
planning, College of Health
and Community Services
and Faculty Senate offices
will all be in the Grad
Center," he said.
McGeein said he did not
anticipate the move to cause
any real problems.
"There
are
some
difficulties
caused
by
adjustments to something
like this-if adjustment to
change is difficult, then
there will be a problem in
moving the center to the
library." McGeein said.

Portuguese hard-hats
protest at parliament
LISBON, Portugal (APIAbout
1.000
striking
hard-hats
supported
b>
farmers
invaded
the
parliament building and the
adjoining garden of Premier

Pinheiro
dc
A/.evedo's
official residence yesterday
afternoon
seeking
wage
hikes and a return to a
pro-Communist regime.
The
piemier
was

unharmed
and
the
demonstrators were quickly
moved out.
The protesters were pan
of
a
20.000-strong
contingent camped outside

Trucking changes asked
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Ford asked
Congress yesterday go abolish many federal
regulations governing the trucking industry
and interstate buses, a move that one
trucking association said could impair service
to small towns.
The primary provisions of Ford's plan
would give trucking and busing firms
authority to raise or lower prices quickly
and ease restrictions lhat nuke it more
difficult for new firms to enter business.
, Ford, in a message to Congress, said his
plan was designed to stimulate competition,
lower prices and restore the 40-year-old
regulatory system administered by the
Interstate Commerce Commission "to its
original purpose of serving consumers."
CURRENT FEDERAL regulations have
"become in practice the protector ol special
industry interests." he said
Trucking and busing frims and the
Interstate
Commerce
Commission are
expected to oppose the proposals. The
American Trucking Association described
Ford's plan as the "ultimate in government
irresponsibilliy." asserting it would put small

shippers and samll communities at a
disadvantage.
Transportation
Secretary
William
Colcman
Ji.
disputed
the
trucking
association's assertions, saying the plan
would improve trucking service to small
towns.
IF ADOPTED, the legislation would have
a major impact on cities and citizens across
ihc nation.
The pricing provision of Ford's bill would
permit regulated trucking and bus firms to
laise or lower rales by seven per cent the
first year, 12 per cent the second year, and
15 per cent in the third year.
In subsequent years rate adjustments
would be limited to 15 per cenl upward and
no limit downwaid without fear of
Interstate
Commerce
Commission
intervention.
The ICC also would be prohibited from
considering the adequacy of service given by
existing
carriers
when
considering
applications by new fiiins to start interstate
trucking or busing operations.
This would substantially me the way for
new firms to enter business.

Kidnaping not linked
to father's position
BLOOMFIFLD
HILLS.
Mich (AP) - A Gencial
Motors
executive whose
13-year-old son was released
safely following a ransom
payment said yesterday he
does
not
believe
his
corporate position was the
reason
his
son
was
kidnaped.
"I think n was Strictly
random." Robert Stempel.
directoi of engineering ai
Chevrolet, said
of the
kidnaping
of
his
son
Timothy, who was abducted
at gunpoint by a group of
men late Monday afternoon.
He was blindfolded and

kept in the trunk of a car
fot most of the next $5
hours
Young Slempel's mother.
Patricia, said the only food
her son had dunng the
ordeal was "a mustaid
sandwich."
TIMOTHY walked mto
(he Wayne County Medical
Center about 10 miles fiom
his home after II p.m.
Wednesday, more than two
houn
after
his
father
dropped off $150,000 in
small bills at an undiclosed
ruial sue west of Detroit.
Police conceded
they

have lew leads in the case
They do not know how
mans were involved and do
not have good descriptions
of the men.
"We have nothing solid to
go on." said Lt. Lyle
Howard of the BloomfMd
Township police.

the two buildings for the
second
straight
day
demanding wage boosts of
up to 44 per cent and the
restoration
of pro-Communist
Premier
Vasco
Goncalves.
"WE ARE perhaps living
thiough the last minutes of
peace in Portugal." Foreign
Trade
Minister
Jorge
Campinos.
a
leading
Socialist, said.
He described the siege as
"an attempted seditious
seizure of power by the
extreme left. We also hold
the
Communist
party
responsible."
The Socialist and Popular
Democratic
parties.
Portugal's two largest, called
for
a
nationwide
mobilization
of
their
followers to counter the
siege.
The demonstrators let the
approximately 250 assembly
deputies
leave
the
parliament building about 1
p.m. yesterday, forming a
gauntlet
and
shouting
"Fascists! Fascists!" as the
lawmakers filed by.
Azcvedo
remained
trapped isnidc his residence
behind the buildine.
ABOUT FOUR hours
later a military helicopter
landed in the garden to
evacuate
the
assembly
president and two other
deputies who had taken
shelter in the premier's
residence
At
that
point,
the
demonstrators surged into
the parliament building and
vaulted the walls into the
garden.
They
allowed
the
helicopter to leave food
parcels
for
military
policemen
guarding
the
compund. but refused to let
the deputies board. The
chopper
took
off 20
minutes later.

"Hardcover"Novels
at paperback prices

Robert Stewart, post graduate student, studies in the solitude of the library's fifth
floor. The floor's study carrels have been removed to be replaced by the Northwest
Ohio Great Lakes Research Center this spring. (Newsphoto by Ed Subal

Vacancy

Bugging feared by Pope
VATIC, V N
CITY
(AP)-Pope
Paul
VI
yesterday ordered strict
precautions
to
prevent
electronic
bugging
and
filming of the election of
popes in the 15th century
Sistine Chapel.
The Pope was described
as outraged two years ago
when two Italian journalists,
a man and a woman, came
out with a book titled "Sex
in the Confessional" based
on their own confessions,
tape-recorded without the
priests'know ledge
The journalists said they
gave detailed accounts of
their sex lives, and that the
priests attempted to draw
them out on the subject.
Pope Paul excommunicated
the two.
YESTERDAY,
the

78-year-old pontiff outlined
new rules on the election of
his successors.
He instructed cardinals in
charge of the conclave that
elects popes "to maintain
careful vigilance...to ensure
that the enclosure thereof is
not violated in any way."

not give the reasons behind
such precautions.
Vatican sources said Pope
Paul
apparently
fears
somebody.
possibly
journalists, may attempt to
penetrate the secrecy of
conclave deliberations.

how the election of a pope
would be announced. In the
past the famous "fumata."
or smoke signal, told the
world whether the college
had chosen a pope, white
indicating the eleciion and
black a deadlock.

Vatican sources said it
They said the Pope has
would be up to the conclave
In
particular,
he
been distrustful of the press
to
decide
whether
to
demanded that "there shall
continue lhat custom.
even from his days as a high
always be present
two
official in the Vatican's
technicians who by the use,
In the document, the
central administration.
if necessary, of appropriate
Pope rejected any change in
modern equipment will test
the 800-year-old custom_cjf
for
the
presence i
THE
PAPAL _de>rec
who elects popes.
lacked any firm directive on
of...technical instruments of
whatsoever kind for the
recording, reproduction or
transmission of voices and
CLASSES COT YOU DOWN??
images."
The papal directives, in
TRAPPED BY LONG HOURS OF STUDY???
an apostolic constitution, or
a binding legislative act. did

NEED SC'E HELP????

CHERRY HILL VILLAGE APTS.
now leasing
Outstanding features such as:
• Fully furnished apis with (naw tafa S chrjtrt)
• Central gas air condmontng 6 haating with individual apt
controls
• 1 Ddrm starting at S163. (urn. or unfurn.
• Gas equipped laundry a>«a available in each apt bidg
• Patio areas with grills available for each bldg

Clubhouse facility with indoor heated pool,
color TV lounge, billiards e> ping pong.

CHERRY HILL VILLAGE RENTAL OFFICE
ess
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Consider EDCT 091, a service
course in reading improvement, designed for any student, at B0SU. The
course, divided into components of
ppeed reading, study skills, and individualized sessions in which the
student works on those areas giving
him/her the most difficulty, can
help all students a It can help the
good student do more in less time as
well as help the student who mi -ht
have problems meeting the requirements of his academic courses.
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BG NEWS
CLASSIFIEDS
Her* is my ad. I enclose S.50 per line. Two line minimum. Approximately
25 spaces in a line.
Please run my ad ■"*
(published Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri.)
Deadline two days before at 4:00 p.m.

If you have any questions or
want more information, call the
Reading Center, 372-2551 (ext. 325),
or stop in and ask for one of our
representatives a Me are in room
576 of the Education building and
we'd be glad to talk with you.

FREE
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HAVE YOUR EARS
PIERCED FREE
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Save up to80%off
Original Gover Price
cMysteries Gothics
'Romance cAdventure
Science Tiction Suspense

BEE GEE BOOKSTORE
1424 E. WOOSTER
(across from Harshman)

MON.- FRI.S -5 30
SAT. 9 6

XAME_
ADDRESS
CITY, STATE, ZIP.
PHONE
SOC.SEC.NO..
return to:

Ml. 353 2262

106 UNIVERSITY HALL
BOWLING GREEN. OH., 43403
419-372-2003

with the purchase of gold
ear studs at only $10.00 a pair.
A trained technician will pierce
your ears in an instant with no
discomfort to you.
Children under 18 must be
accompanied by a parent
10:00-5:00
Sat. Nov. 16
at the

The Powder Puff
(1 block west of MacOonald)
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Senator vacancy filled

local briefs
Shenandoah

By Rob Arkwrifht
Stiff Reporter

The film "Shenandoah". scheduled lo be shown at 7
Sunday nighi m 105 Hanna Hall, has been cancelled.

Student Senate Wednesday night unanimously approved
the nomination of Ronald Nickey. senior (B.A.). to the
senate post vacated earlier this quarter.
Nickey was nominated for the position by Student
Government
Association
(SGA) President
Randall
Hathaway acting on the advice of an SGA screening
committee. There were 14 applicants for the post.
Nickey said he intends to work toward improvement of
the University's intramural sports program. He added that
he would like to bring more student input into the new
recreation facility and set up a permanent student
committee to review intramural and recreation facility
policies.
Senate also gave second and final approval to the
amendment to the SGA constitution proposed at the last
SGA meeting by Senator Susan Kloos. The amendment
provides for winter quarter election of SGA officers and
senators with newly elected officials taking office at the
end of spring quartet.
Still pending is an amendment that would provide for 10
senators elected from campus districts and i senators
elected at-large.
SGA Vice President David Ciowl said that the Elections
and Opinions Board has begun to draw up the districts,
which will need approval by Student Senate.
Possibilities for partial SGA sponsorship of a magazine
entitled "The Graduate." which is similar in format to the
"Bowling Green in a Nutshell" magazine, were discussed.
The magazine, geared toward graduating seniors, would be
distributed by SGA and co-sponsored by the University
Alumni Association or other organizations.
Senator Mary Gamellia reported on hei work with the
Committee for Architectural Barriers (CAB). She said that
one section of most classes offered next quarter will be

Graduate social
A social, open lo all graduate students, is set for 5-9
p.m. today in the Northeast Commons Dining Hall Beer
and snacks will be served. and there is a S1.50 donation.

Pay checks
Because or the Veteran's Day Holiday, staff and
student payroll checks will not be available until noon
today.

Tuba concert
A tuba concert will be given by Ivan Hammond at I
p.m. Sunda> in the Recital Hall. Musical Arts Bldg.
Accompanying him will be Richard Cioffari. piano;
David Glasmire. Kenley Inglefield. and Jeff Macomber.
trombones and Bernard Linden, viola.
Cioffan's "Rhapsody for Tuba and Orchestra." will be
featured.
The concert is open to the public.

Grade forum
A grading forum focusing on the definition and
purpose of grades is scheduled from 3 • 5 p.m. Tuesday
in the Union.
Sponsored by the academic policies committee of
Faculty Senate, the forum is open to faculty, staff, and
students.
Four sessions will be held They include discussions of
the definition and purpose of grades, ncv. and alternative
grading systems, monitonng faculty grading and altering
the system by mechanical means

Women's rights
Odessa Fellows, an equal oppottunits specialist with
the U. S. Department of Health. Education and Welfare,
will speak at 3:30 p.m. today in the Alumni Room.
Union on Title IX of the Education Amendments of
1972.

Honorary
Omicron Delta Kappa, national leadership honorary,
now is distributing membership applications. They are
available to all interested men and women in 405
Student Services Bldg Deadline for applications is Dec.
5.
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Pleas court upholds
COLUMBUS (AP) - A court upheld Wednesday the
firing last spring of 341 state highway workers, ruling that
state departments have the power to lay off workers to
accomplish budgetary cuts.
The decision by Judge George Tyack of Franklin County
Common Pleas Court reversed the state Personnel Board of
Review, which had decided against the Department of
Transportation in the layotTs.
Transportation Director Richard Jackson originally laid
off 607 employes but 341 of them filed appeals with the
personnel board, which ordered them reinstated.
Tyack. in his ruling, said there was nothing in the records
of the board hearing to indicate any political overtones in
the layoffs.
Tyack. however, said it was never the intention of the
legislature to give the three-member board "unbridled
power" in personnel decisions in each state department.

CINEMA I
AT B.G.s STADIUM PLAZA

FILM
FESTIVAL
OF OUTSTANDING
MOTION PICIUMS'

TONIGHT
EVE. AT 7:30-9:15
Your toughest prolaaaor lust cauqht you
in his bedroom with hit daughter.
He's qradinq your linal exam riqht now.
Good luck.

Timothy Bottoms
Lindsay Wagner John Houseman
"The Paper Chase" wi
SAT. NOV. 15 ONLY
SAT. MAT. 2 P.M.

SHOP

161f> K. * oo.L-r-Stadium I'ln/u. H.V.

EVE. AT 7:30 - 9:30

A Boorman tour deforce.
Provocative science-fiction."

352-2566

>L LlGRNAl UK"

s

" " 3" 6b" DISCOUNT"

A JOHN BOOtMAN fUM

COUPON on
ANY STYLE. Bring this coupon
at time of your appointment.
Good through March I, 1976.

■mm n « am
STARRING SEAN CONNERY

THE II UK It I run SHOP
K «. Mer — SuuthUM I'ln/u

SUN. NOV. 16 ONLY
SUN. MAT. 2:00 -4:16

-01 m CM

IVTIM MMJMU IOT

EVE. AT 7:30 - 9:30

"ONE OF THE
YEAR'S
BEST FILMS."
-WaMtta Ma* N V Dally Newi

NOW THRU
SUNDAY

)

-*•■ ftawe). N Y,M| MM

'■!•' • 'a.ara MeeM'. DtfMl (I0U)

OPEN 7:00 SHOW 7:30

THE EFFECT OF GAMMA H AYS

me story
Buford
Pusser
wanted

DOMINO'S DRIVERS FLY
TO YOUR DOOR

ON MAN IN 1M( MOON

^_^

MON.NOV. 17 ONLY
EVE. AT 7:30-9:30

"THE FUNNIEST
PICTURE
OF THE YEAR.

TRY US AND SEE FOR YOURSELF
WE. NOV. 18 ONLY
EVE. AT 7:30-9:30
•BCP is • servm ot Cox Broadcijlinrj Corporation
i—r
.- »—.r.r in tmnrniliniiiil ililaaM
ACTION
CO-HIT AT 9:30
Fint there w« BILLV JACK
Then cam* WALKING TALI
Wow there ia.

pn—•—«—™
P»" '

•
—

THIS IS LIKE NO
ROBBERY YOU'VE
EVER IMAGINED.

FRI.-SAT. BONUS
LATE SHOW

\

EEBBS1

'VAT'
1810 NoMhwttt B'vd
Co .'"put O* a))* 12

%*^GRAND\V6
VV OPENING \&.
N7 SPECIAL jgft

road worker firings

M

•

located in buildings accessible to handicapped students. She
also said CAB has approved plans for more access ramps to
academic buildings. The ramps will be built by next
quarter.
Arrangements have been finalized for Tuesday's Faculty
Senate Forum on grading procedures, according to SGA
Coordinator of Academic Attain. Mary Helen FramiM.
Frammc said that the Registration and Records Advisory
Committee, which consists of representative! from each
college and the Registrar's Office, supports the idea of the
proposed academic hotline and has requested a student
representative to the committee.
She added that as soon as the telephone JIrives, hotline
operation will begin.
Student Senator Virginia McGee was appointed to
represent SGA at the University Women's Caucus, which
will investigate pioblems of undergraduate women. Part ol
caucus's discussion will center upon why there are no
scholarships provided for women's athletics.

BARGAIN SAT. - SUN. MATINEES
OPENING TIL 6:00 ADULTS M.25

11HARROWHOUSE

fm JAMES MASON - CANDICE BERGEN S

'1 -ALL SEATS - '1

HELD OVER

CINEMA II

2nd WEEK

NOW PLAYING
EVENGINGSONLY
7:15-9:35

EVENINGS AT 7:15 -9:15
SAT. MAT. 2:00

SUN. MAT. 2:00 - 4:15

"HARD TIMES IS A STYLISH, SHARP MOVIE.

kt>

IN THE NOT TOO DISTANT FUTURE.
WARS WILL NO LONGER EXIST.
DUT THERE WILL DE ROLLERDALL.

-J

\
i

\

i
,

• *"

>

ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCE MAJORS
LET US HELP YOU TO
BECOME A CPA

CPA
REVIEW
AKBOW
CINC'NKAT,
CKVfLAND
COlUMBUS
OAVTON

2t»*J4.MM
V!«v 4««:

■Sf

>,'■:,■:■:•**.•;,,':■ ■'■/■■iih'^y^M

"It oHtrt excitement that makes you laal good."
HARD TIMES ii Ihe bait starring vehicle Brunson's evar had.
his presence is properly exploited lor the first time."
"A tough-nosed, no-nonsense, gutsy look al the underbelly
ol America at it exiited back in the 30's. A line picture."
"Sensational action."
. ..
"The tight sequences are crunchingly spectacular."

And rhe future Is where
^ you II be spending ihi*
rest of your life.

352-5221

RQLktsRBQLL

30 MINUTE
DELIVERY
1616E. WOOSTER

CDUmil MQIN ■•' M » NOV. 14

Thm Pi.xo P*oplm of BGSU

k. IIMM «n> ■»•*• aren't »«T «•««

JAME5CAAN
A

614 2?4 ]?*)
iHtMiM'

1/3 "USA

Il will bo o world o(
fO'porofions com'orT
and conformity
They will abolish love
wor. oogresMon and
individuality
And replace them
with the most lethal
entertainment o'oil nme
It s on awesome VIMOO
«3i the future

Ill characters art taut am) springy and It It Irequently fanny.'

NORMAN JEWSON r* "fOLLfROAU:

JOHN HOUSEMAN MAUDACSMS JCHNBECK VCSESGUNN
HSM&AHNOY twvwwnxNrw*. RALPH RICHARD50N
s^ro^WUlAM HATWSON «*&«««> *ANDf<£ Pfl£VlN
.«».<«»». WRICK WLMER ly^^D^^KXVAANJPMSON
|W^

MI

III

—

ii

IIIIII—I

T"

[ HAPD TIMES |
..JILL IRELAND'

»->s O'NDO" . BUCt-%:

.

!R MARTIN

-'"■

»

Kl

^^:

"."'-.'v
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Program offers career help
O^vCATALp

er's
RECORDS

TAPES

A life and career planning course designed to help
students achieve personal and vocational goals will be
offered to freshmen and sophomores winter quarter
through the University's Experimental Studies Program.
A flyer describing the course states that the course will
focus on telling students what they can do at the University
to enhance their chances for employment and personal
enjoyment of their jobs.
"The focus of this course is not job-hunting per se." said
its instructor. Dr. Ross Miller. "Rather, it is the
coordination of curricular choices with career directions."
The course will emphasi/e three areas relevant to finding
job satisfaction, according to Dr Miller, who also is directO!
of the United Christian Fellowship
HELPING
STUDENTS
recognize
their
strengihs.
priorities, values and goals is an objective of the course, l)i
Miller said. Students also will learn about educational
opportunities they may not have been aware of and will
improve their skills in following up options that will aid in
realizing their goals
"The University has felt a respoiuibilit) between

education and jobs." Dr. Miller said. "Often that
responsibility comes in finding that first job for the
student" rather than teaching them how to find jobs on
their own. he added.
"Those who know themselves best and have the clearest
vision of what they want to do with their lives have the best
chance to find good jobs and to be satisfied in their work."
Dr. Miller said.
THE FOUR-HOUR course will meet 6-8 p.m. Tuesdays
and in small groups at other arranged times during ihe
week. The course also includes field trips and individual
research.
The course is based on a process developed by Iwo
nationally prominent career counselors, according to Dr.
Miller. It will be taught on an satlsfactorj unsatisfactory
basis,
Dr, Miller said the only requirement for the course is full
participation, This means thai each student will outline his
personal
strengihs
and
educational and
vocational

objectives with strategies fa realizing those objectives, he
said

Ford may assist NYC
— PRESENTS —
FROM WARNER BROTHERS

WASHINGTON
(AP) -Citing
a
changed
Situation, President Foul'.
press
secretary
hinted
broadly yesterday that Ford
could be moving toward
approval of slopgap federal
aid for defiei I -ridden New
York City.
Press
Secretary
Ron
Nessen said Ford finds the
latest efforts to develop a
rescue package for the city
"encouraging" and wants to
study II in detail
Nessen
"obviously

said
that
there has been

finally, at long last, sonic
serious action by New York
City and New York Slate to
solve thcii own problems"
AS IF TO set the stage
tor a change in lord's
long-standing
adamant
opposition 10 federal aid for
New York City. Nessen said
ol the rescue plan that "The

GARY WRIGHT
"DreamWeaver"

AMERICA
'Greatest Hits"

AT

President
feels that
this
action, or apparent action.
largely is the result of his
own
position
against
a
federal bailoui ol New Yotk
City '
Ford consistently has said
the city and state should

take
vigorous action to
handle the matter.
New York Goi
Hugh
Carey, indicating he sees
signs that the administration
ma) be hacking down from
Its hard-line stand against
aiding the ens. called Ihe
New York legislature into
special session yesterday lo
begin work on a new plan to
help avert default, including
provisions loi new taxes and
a debt restructuring
WITH
HOUSE
Republican and Democratic
leaders
woikmg
on
a
compromise bill to help
New
York City, Senate
Majority
Leadet
Mike
Mansfield
said
yesterday
ihai
"ihe
situation
is
looking up" for the city .
Although Nessen would
not
he
drawn
discussion oi the

into
i
type of

federal
assistance
Ford
might ultimately approve,
he said Ihe city clearly will
"need short-term money fa
seasonal reasons
The
White
House
spokesman said it was not
clear,
howevei,
whether
such money would have to

come
from
the lederal
government or might be
raised liom othei sources
While declaring thai Foul
"certainly has not changed

his stand jgainst a federal
bailout.'"
Nessen
acknowledged
that
"the
Situation that we are talking
about has changed

Ford to visit China
WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Ford will make a

live-day visit to mainland China early next month and
visit Indonesia and the Philippines on his was home
Press Secretary Ron Nessen said yesterday.
He said Ford will leave Washington on Nov. 2° and fl>
io Alaska foi an overnight stop and "one oi two events "
The President also will make a refueling stop neat
Tokyo and go from there to Peking, arriving on Dec I
state Department officials said lasi Thursday the
President was set to begin a four-day stay m Pckmc on
lh.it date.
NESSEN SAID Foid will lly from China lo Indonesia
on Dec. 5, and stop overnight in Jakarta JI the invitation
oi President Suharto,
The following day will find Ford in Manila a: the
invitation ol President Ferdinand Marcos flu- also will
involve an overnight stay
Nessen said the President will ily from Manila to
Hawaii, presumably Honolulu, on Dec. 7, make at least
one appearance there and return to Washington on Dec
S.
loid's slop in Hawaii will coincide with the Mth
anniversary ot the Japanese .inack on IV-jrI Harbor, and
Nessen
suggested
the
ih.i i occasion while liteze.

Piesideni

would

observe

NYC called 'battleground'
C I

F V t I. A N I)

(AIM - Economist
Pierre
Rinfret said yesterday New
York City has become the
"battleground
between
socialism
and
free

ELECTRIC LIGHT ORCHESTRA - "Face The Music" (United Artists)
SEALS & CROFTS • "Greatest Hits" (Warner Brothers)
KC ft THE SUNSHINE BAND (T.K.)
DAVE MASON - "Split Coconut" (Colombia)
EAGLES - "One of These Nights" (Asylum)
PETER FRAMPTON - "Frampton" (A«M)
ELTON JOHN - "Rock of the Westies" (MCA)
DAN FOGELBERG - "Captred Angel" (Colombia)
LINDA RONSTADT - "Prisoner In Disguise" (Asylum)
NEIL SEDAKA - "The Hungry Years" (MCA)
JOHN LENNON - "Shaved Fish" (Apple)
JOHN DENVER "Windsong" (RCA)
CROSBY ft NASH - "Wind On the Water" (ABC)
SAVOY BROWN - "Wire Fire" (London)
WHO - "By Numbers" (MCA)

enterprise" and predicted
that President Ford would
not bail New Yoik out of
its financial crisis
Othei predictions by the
nationally known economist
at
the
annual
Central
National
Bank
luncheon
included a forecast for more
inflation and lughct interest
rates next veai.

AND.
TURNING
lo
politics, he said ihe 1976
presidential campaign would
be "a clash between lice
enterprise
\eisus
more
government and I believe
the people of ihe United
States
will
choose
the
Socialist path."
He predicted thai Hubert
Humphrey, "the spender,"
will
be
ihe
Democrat
standard-bearer
and
said
California's Ronald Reagan
"is going lo knock Ford out
ol the box...Reagan is going
to

cream

him

in

New

Hampshire
and
primaries."
Regarding New

Florida
York's

financial problems. Kinliei
said the real issue, "which
has not sin laced." is ihe
snuggle
between
"the
ideology ot the government
conliolhng ihe desiiny of its
people
oi
ihe
people
controlling

their

government,
"New

Yoik City

happens when a government
cues crazy.

is Ihe

"THERE WILL be no
bailout."' he said "Default
will
occur...but
within
seconds alier default, the
secretary ol the ncasiny
will
say
lo New
York
officials, 'now
lhal
you
work foi me. how much
money do you need?' " and
will pui up whatever cash
Ihe city needs.

epitome ot the socialistic

movement," Rinfret said.
an

example

ol

what

Rinfiei said New York
City officials "base misled
ihe
people
about
theii
receipts and expenditures"
and
base
provided
vast
welfare
benefits without
adequale revenues.
He
said
the
federal
government is telling New
York if il wants socialism, il
will have lo work out its
own problems

ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCE MAJORS
LET US HELP YOU PLAN
AHEAD TO BECOME A C PA

ALONG WITH HUNDREDS MORE

R^v,IEW

AT

AKRON
CINCINNATI
CLEVELAND
COLUMBUS
OAVTON

216
513
.•16
614
SM

434.1171
• ■ 4, ■. ■
6960969
2243290
426 606*

1/3 OF USA
ABORTION
Starting Rate
SI 2.;

128 N. Main St.

I 21 week pregnancy
terminated b\
Licensed Gynecologist
CLOSE TO VOUB AREA

OPEN DAILY - 9 A.M. to 10 P.M.
OPEN SUNDAY - NOON TO 7:30 P.M.

FINEST FACILITIES AND
MODERN TECHNIQUES

WITH THE FINEST SELECTION OF IMPORTS, ROCK, POP, SOUL,
BLUES, JAZZ, CLASSICAL, SOUNDTRACKS, COUNTRY, BLUEGRASS,
BUDGET, SINGLES. 8-TRACKS, CASSETTES, AND MUSIC BOOKS.

From one beer lover to another.
TNI STIOH HlWtltr COMPANY. DfTIOIT, MICHIGAN 412 26

Call Collect
1-800-321-1205
24 HOUR SERVICE
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Eakin meets with students
Dr. Richard Eakin, vice
ptoMiNi for Ulideni affairs.
ipoke
with
students
informally
jt yesterday's
Administrative
Breakfast
lyrics, whuh ts sponsored
b>
the Union Activities
Organization tl'AO).
The
purpose
of
the
breakfasts
is
"to
meet
administrators
and
give
students diffeient access to
people."
according
to
n. Jura
Pomili,
seniot
i \&S). and l \<> new. and
\ tews lecture
committee
chairmen
Dr.
Eakin
discussed
Vcademk Council's recent
approval »'1 J new cjlendji
proposal allowing
fai a
five-week
htcik
HI
December.a proposal which
was overrtden b> Universit)
President Hollis Moore Jr.
Each veteran would have
lost S350 in benefits uudci
\ . ,i ,11 in i,
Council's
calendar.
t uiu-ntK

receiving

think the Health Center is a
first rale facility."although,
he added, it is a costly one.

COMMUTERS also were
opposed
to
Academic
C oundl's calendar proposal.

Alternatives to the Health
Center would have to be
evaluated as to whether
they save in) money. Dr.
Eakin
said
Student
convenience also must be

500
students
veteran benefits.

IV
Eaktn said
there are about

Dr Eakin said
••Personally. I"d like to
sec us on the semester
calendar." he said "It still
||v« the early in and Mil)

considered in such ■ choice,

he said.

there

are

IOIM

disadvantages
in
the
semester system, he noted
Fot example, school would
begin in late August and
wintei bieak would begin
three day s before Christmas
The Universit) is undei
enormous time pressure to
decide next year's calendar.
Dr.
I.iku
said,
partly
because students need 10
know the summer calendar
fairl) soon so that they can
plan job and scholastic
activities
Speaking on the Health
Ccntci, IV l-.ikin said. "I

AUXILIARY
services,
like the Health Center, must
maintain a balanced budget
m the long run. IV Eakin
said, although these budgets
can uiti a deficit one yeai
and a surplus the next. But
the Health Center has had a
deficit fol the last several
years, lie added.
Othet topics discussed af
the breakfast included
rattles
being
discouraged
at
Universit)
except

the
for

charit) purposes as called
for b) -late law
-• a suggestion that an

campus.
the

candidates
possibility

er's

to

of

a

franchise in the l nion is
being

consideied

but is a

remote possibility
\

piesidential

RECORDS - TAPES

breakfast

featuring
Universit)
President Hollis Moore Jt is
sci
fot
" 45
1 uesda)
morning in the Pheasant
Room. Union.

*«-oS-**

The next administrative
bieaklasi
will
be
next
quartet and is open to any
student who signs up in
advarice ai the l \0 Office,
thud lloor ol the Union

Commuters drive 70 miles in style
MIDDLETOWN, Ohio I API -Two Cincinnati men aie
commuting in style ftom theit homes to work "'O miles
iwa) meifhei a 1927 Model 1 Fordoi a 1949 Lincoln.
On sunn; d.iss. Tom Cloud and Jell Marlowe take lumt
driving eithei Cloud's Model I oi Marlowe's 1 Incoln.
"We -vi ver) enthusiastic aboul driving, often slop and
let ihe mhci person drive." said (loud "We suck to the
back roads with the Model 1 because its maximum speed is
:
- miles pei hour. There are a lot of waves from othei
drivcis, and we just a-ou-gaback I have to leave home by 6
3 in 10 pick up Jell so we can get 10 woik by 8 a in."

■ r.H CATALOG

- DR I \kl\ s idea to
hold a mock presidential
campaign to get students
Involved in the political
process
and
to
bung

piesidential

out."

But

all-campus
coordinating
gioup
be
formed
to
schedule
events
and
eliminate
overlapping
of
events.

—PRESENTS—
FROM COLUMBIA
PINK FLOYD
"Wish You Were Here'

THERE HAVE BEFN olhei humorous moments fot the
C*aSSK commuters, who use then modern cats in bad
weathei
Marlowe recalls he was driving the I incoln in a
residential area and a young child, silting on a curb, looked
up al the black cat and shouted "Do sou base a machine
gun '"
The pan began commuting togethet after Cloud noticed
Marlowe's I incoln parked in the lot ot' the Diamond
International Corp, where ihe) both work

MARLOWI EXPLAINED othet drivers and passengers
olten sii mi to iead the "I incoln" name on the rear huinpei
ol his cat which he purchased fot $275 In 1972.
Cloud purchased his Model t in 1973 al a cost ol SI,150
and he now sallies the restored vehicle at about $ IjOOO
"It wasn't read) to lake the road until last veai." he said
Forming a cai pool has not solved the pioblein ot
nomi/ing on pas Marlowe averages aboul 1* miles |K'I
gallon in Ins I incoln
("loud doesn't woirs about mileage, hut once he had to
back the Model "1 up a lull when its elevated tank was low

BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN
"Born To Run"

AT

HI C.I-

SHARE THE RIDE
WITH US THIS
THANKSGIVING
AND GET ON
TO A GOOD THING.
Us means Greyhound, and a lot ot students whe
.ire already on to a good thing

You leave when

ke Havel comfortably Arrive refreshed
and on time You'll save money, too But you
ly know that
kends

So share the ride with us on

Holidays

Anytime

PINK FLOYD
'Wish You Were Here"

OYou can sometimes control the
direction of thr ball by where it
hits your paddle. If it hits the
center it will RO straight
If it hits the right edge,
it will go right,
etc. Flicking the
paddle to get a spin
might work but
is less controlled.

1

FOGHAT - "Fool For the City" (Bea.sviiie)
JANIS IAN - "Between the Lines" (Columbia)

Go Greyhound
©Avoid the sharp angle shots since
they tend to slow the ball and
are easy to return. The most effective angle shots are those that rebound
closest to your opponent, the deadliest being the shot that rebounds just as it hits
his line
of play.

Greytxxnd announces
The AlAmerican Ameripass.'
E2ZJ unamtted

r^CT travel tor

BARBARA STREISAND - "Lazy Afternoon" (Columbia)
RONNIE LAWS - "Pressure Sensitive" (Bluenot.)
AVERAGE WHITE BAND - "Cut the Cake" (Atlantic)
STANLEY CLARKE - "Journey to Love" (Nemperor)
TODD RUNDREN - "Another Live" (Bearsviiie)
RORY GALLAGHER - "Against the Grain" (Chrysalis)
BOB MARLEY & THE WAILERS - "Natty Dread" (island)
HOT TUNA -

Yellow Fever"

(RCA)

MONTROSE - (Warner Brothers)
AEROSMITH - "Toys in the Attic" (Columbia)

f i 1. cj holiday break, and you \e QOI it 7 days
travel m America and Canada, for i76' Now you
■ ■ ' ji oays andei'ioy a greaM'Jvel adverifttf The AU-American Amc'Cass gives
al discounts on hMels. mea''. sigMs<:e"»rj 0"%
'ves 48 slates Ask about it now.
nbtf 15.1975
AGENT -ROSS HOTEL
102 N. Prospect St.
352-5982

©Shots down the middle are boring and slow. However, late in
the rally after the ball has speeded up. a middle shot can
be a killer if used deliberately to surprise
your opponent.
AND THEN .

_ _.Greyhound.
_ ft

^~

CLEVELAND
COLUMBUS
CINCINNATI
PITTSBURGH

Mere than ever, were in touch with America

DEPART
4:00 pm.
535 p.m.
5:00p.m.
4:00p.m.

PRACTICE

SIMON ft GARFUNKEL

"Greatest Hits" (Coiumb.o)

JEFFERSON STARSHIP - "Red Octopus" (RCA)

ALONG WITH HUNDREDS MORE

AT

UP WHERE
YOU SEE
THIS SIGN

ARRIVE
7:50 p.m.
8:55 p.m.
10:15 p.m.
11 20 p.m.

£ 52

ANMfuSf* BUSCH

INC

****************
^¥**************************4l***********************

THE BROTHERS OF

SIGMA
CHI

128 N. Main St.

CONGRATULATE
FRANK COPELAND & GAIL - Engaged
JOHN MIKA & MARGI - Pinned
DA VE HYLAND & TERRI - Lavaliered
RICH KAMINSKl & MARCIA - Lavaliered

Best of Luck in the future

******************* *********************************"

OPEN DAILY - 9 AM to 10 P.M.
OPEN SUNDAY - NOON TO 7 30 P.M.

WITH THE FINEST SELECTION OF IMPORTS, ROCK, POP, SOUL,
BLUES, JAZZ, CLASSICAL, SOUNDTRACKS, COUNTRY, BLUEGRASS,
BUDGET, SINGLES, 8 TRACKS CASSETTES, AND MUSIC BOOKS.
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Economy affects enrollment

MS?
WE BROUGHT LOW PRICES TO B.G.

NOW FEATURING
HISTORY
AMERICA'S
GREATEST HITS
on Warner Bros. Records

The economic situation
nationwide has influenced
the job market and the job
market
in
turn
has
influenced the enrollments
in
certain
colleges and
departments here as it has at
all universities across the
country.
That is the opinion of
John
Martin,
University
director of admissions, who
said that students are aware
of what is available on the
job market.
Because
of
this
awareness, the Colleges of
Health
and
Community
Services
and
Business
Administration have had an
increase in their enrollments
over last year, he said.
"Students
are looking
practically ahead to where
the jobs are," Marie Hodge,
assistant dean of the College
of Business Administration,
said in explaining increased
enrollment of students in
business courses.

"MORE

AND

';

1
5
10
14
16
16
IT
16

Pwceoiwood
«.•-...!
Prt
Shear
Hahm. in Italy
Make level
Hounicilinilf
Abrupt.. «harp
•ound

24
25
2«
29
3.1
it
M
37
39
40
43

Street Mund
Alpha Ceniaun
Matenalue
Appaaaaa
Bridge appurtert
•net
Aecent
Old car
Jumped Port
Chart
Thoutr.hu
llixido

name
47 Fora long time
50 Friend o( 10
Acre**
M
horae'
62 Regret*
63 Macawi
64 Challenge
55 Shape of a pocket
66 Season
57 French pronoun
60 Eatlamationof
dufuet

30 Siberian city
31 Fairadal
Itoahowoff)
32 IndtaniokUer
34 Street of aon*
36 Water channel
41 IK.Ik* lor one
42 Porfy
44 Swanky Slang
45 Frenchman**

51 Italian brandy
54 DweUin*-place
lor 10 Arroar
56 Gaofraphtca)
precis
59 Tropical frail
61 Adjective
wfTu

19 Pliylhmn

figures
He added that there has
been an increase in business
activity
and
campus
enrollment in hard physical
sciences such as geology.

29 Sycamore trar

46 Bea«t of burden
49 Sujn in Teutoear
alphabet
so Remainder

20 Editor
22 Too much

Sciences, although he could
not ate specific enrollment

27 Child Prefui
28 Preface

Italian »i v k
46 Horn.

ACROSS

the College of Education
and the College of Arts and

courses, such as economics,
accounting and marketing,
are full each quarter, Hodge
said. "To a large extent, this
increase is due to the job
market," Hodge noted.
According
to
Joseph
Wheeler,
director
of
scheduling, there has been a
decrease in enrollment in
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Hodge added dial the
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students are picking up
business courses to back up
their majors and to have
something extra to offer a
potential employer. Hodge
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has increased by more than
500 students over last year.
The accounting department
has experienced the largest
increase
(200
students),
while
the
School
of
Journalism
runs a close
second with an increase of
1 SO majors.
ALL
BASIC
business
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on Chrysalis Records
480 Lehman Apt. 107, Jan
Cusano. 352-0550.

CAMPUS CALENDAR
Friday, November 14, 1975

$6.98 LIST LP ONL Y $3.99

Univ. Luth. Chap. Camp. Ministry signup (or ULC
Retreat by Dec. 9. For more into, call 352-3422.

((( hmnd

\iu /tal

RORY
GALLAGHER

A

Omicron Delta Kappa applic. are now avail, tor all
interested men & women in flm. 405 Stud. Serv. Bldg.
Must be completed by 5 p.m. Fri. Dec. 5.
Used Book Sale Trinity United. Metho Church 200 N.
Summit St. 9-4 p.m.
Active Christians Today Bible study Mac North Lounge,
7 p.m.

■

4

•

[•'.
Y

on Chrysalis Records

^■*

• *»<

—

llgfffl R5!S

BGSU Judo Club practice wrestling Rm, Men's gym, 7-9
p.m.

M. rmmte. to sublet apt.
w/3 others, wtr ./spr. qtr. 1
mo.
rent
FREE1
Ph.
352-8288.

Duplicate Bridge Match Ohio Suite. Union. 1:30 p.m.
Open to all players.

Finn-Falcons Scuba Club meeting Natatonum. 8 p.m.
BG Sailing Club meeting 7 p.m. Rm. 222 Math-Sci. Bldg.
BGSU Karate Club: Goju-Kai practice session Rm. 201
Hayes Hall. 5:30-7:30 p.m.

•

GORD'S GOLD
(double LP)

Monday, November 16. 1975
Human Rights Alliance meeting Croghan Rm.. Union, 7
p.m.

on Warner Bros. Records

w

ALL LIST 6.99 LPf ONLY 3.99 EVERYDAY

ONLY AT SCHOOL*/DS' RECORDS
'Where regular discount prices are a joke'
1 34 W. Wooster
M - SAT 1 1 - 7 PM
352-4812

1 (. rmt. needed wtr./spr.
?tr.
to
sublse. apt.
in
ampus
Manor,
call
352-6404.
PERSONALS
Kro-Vou've always been my
outstanding little, and now
you're
Alpha
Phi's
Outstanding Pledge. Also,
congratulations on going
Active! LITB, Scarlet.
LOU: Thanks (or the great
Thanksgiving Dinner, last
Sunday! From, SUNNIE.
Chee Omunga time is here,
It's time for dancing and
time for beer! Saturday
night-that's the date, We'll
start without you-so don't
be
late!
Chi
0's
are
psyched!

BGSU Judo Club practice South Gym. Women's Bldg..
7:30-9:30 p.m.

DZ's
are
ready
to
boogie-down Get psyched
to party tonight!

The Way meeting Faculty Lounge, Union, 8 p.m.

The
Brothers of Alpha
Sigma
Phi
relay
their
sincerest Congrats to Randy
and
Sandy
(or
"Good
Times" in the (uture.

Cercle Frangais. Maison Franqaise, 7 p.m.

$9.98 LISTLP ONLY $5.99

Need 1 (. rmt. wtr. cheap!
Close to campus. 353-6363.

1 (. rmmte. wnt. gtr. Own
bdrm..
bath.
352-1959
betore 10 p.m.

Worship service: Grace Brethern Church 10:45 a.m. & 7
p.m. 121 S. Enterprise behind the Clock.

EL'^

1 m. wtr. & spr., 2 rmmts.
5th St. 85/mo. 352-8280.

Stud. Cone, (or Except. Child, will have a party at
Sunshine Home today at 1 p.m. Meet by 1st (I. elev. o(
the Ed. Bldg.

Worship service: Church o( Christ. 17317 Haskins Rd.,
BG 10 a.m. & 6 p.m.

GORDON
LIGHTFOOT

WANTED

Show group "Spectrum"
looking for female singer.
823-6362_

Active Christians Today: Commons NE 10 a.m. Bible
study. Commons NE 10:30 a.m. Worship service. 603
Clough St. 6 p.m. Bible study.

•

Diane.

Sunday, November 16. 1975

BGSU Sports Car Club Hare & Hound Run Rally Parking
lot. Ice Arena. Registration at 12, (irst car o(( at 1 p.m.

$6.98 LIST LP ONL Y $3.99

Call

F. to sublet. Prefer grad. or
srs. student. 352-1719.

Saturday. November 15. 1975
Commuter Center. Moseley Hall open 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

AGAINST
THE GRAIN

Typing done.
352-2809.

RIDES
Rides available to Indy. St.
Louis, Tulsa, Amanllo. &
Algq. N.M. Will leave Dec.
13 call Glenn 352-2055 or
Rita 372-0028 between 9
a.m.10 p.m.
LOST AND FOUND
LOST: $75 reward (or lost
(red) 'emale Irish setter.
Please return. 823-6445.
LOST: Int. Acct. Book.
Thur.
near
Krogers.
352-4725.
LOST: Small grey & brown
(. tiger cat w/W tail. Call
353-2511,352-7768.
HELP WANTED

healthy house plants Plant
accessories & good advice.
The Plant Lady. Open Tues.
thru Sat. 10 a.m. to 6 p m.
302 S. Summit. 352-5798.
NEW KISS ALBUM (double
record set) only $4.99 at
FINDERS.
Experts at fixing todays
modern shoes. Fast work
with guarantee. Shoe Repan
131 S.
Mam.
Next to
Bakery.
Happy dve months, lover.
The rainbows are still here
and will always be. I love
you. A "Friend".
Eggs Toast Coftee Juice
$.99 French Toast Coftee
Juice $.99 Pancakes Coffee
and Juice $.99 FRIENDLY
ICECREAM. 1027 N. Main.
352-4178
FOR SALE
68 Ford XL Conv; new
tires, brakes, exhaust. A
Jem at $175 or best otfer.
all Je((. 372-4941.
PE 3060 turntable. 7 mos.
old. Best otrer. 372-3256.
Realistic teceiver STA-220,
120 watts RMS. $350 or
best offer. Brand New. '66
Volvo 1800S many new
parts. $1350, 3521639.
"72
240Z
Datsun.
Mechanically sound. Owner
moving,
must sell. Call
352-5547 after 5. wkdays.
Northwestern golf clubs bag
incl. Excel, cond. 352-7380.
°r.
Bose
901
speakers,
equilizer,
stands,
must
sacrifice
$400.00.
Call
352-5128.
Two new radial snow tires.
ER7814. $80. 352-3353.
Dean.
1969
Fiat
Spider-needs
top-needs
body
work-$550.00. 372-5767.
Queen
size
water
bed-$75.00. Frame, heater,
liner.
1
yr.
old.
Ph.
352-6370.

Qualified student needed to
do
P-T
babysitting
wk-nijhts. Call 352-6434
after b 30 p.m.

The Phi Psi's are ready (or
the
Alpha
Phi's,
those
Boogin Bumpers who aim to
please.

SERVICES OFFERED

Repair your purse, coat,
belts, shoes, cartops etc. at
the Shoe Repair & Sew
Shop next to Lasalles.

Mustang 69 V8 20m/q. Verv
clean 353-3585.

NEW KISS 8 TRACK TAPE
(double play) only $4.99 at
INDERS

2 bdrm. furn. trailer next to
campus, sublet wtr. & spr.
$120/mo. V util. 352-7337.

We
service; motorcycles,
auto's,
trucks,
mufflers,
Dishop Motors. 18039 N.
Dixie Hwy.

Single
room
(or
male
student. Near campus wtr
k spr. qtrs. Ph. 352-7365.

PRESERVE
CREDIBILITY!
Order
your
"76
yearbook now. Call The
Key. 2-0086.

GREENVIEW
APARTMENTS. Now renting 1 & 2
bdrm. apts. and effec turn
or unfurn. ,j|| UTILITIES
PAID. Ph. 352-1195. ill
p.m. Mon. thru Fri.

Professional typing (or any
and
all
assignments.
352-0224.
Medical College of Ohio
student
available
for
tutoring 352-4513 ask for
Mike.
Talk it over with someone
who
cares
about
you.
Empa-Emotional
and
material
pregnancy
aid.
Mon. & Fr. 1-3 p.m. Tues..
Wed., Thur. 6:30-9:30 p.m.,
352-6236
Alte ations done my home.

Ferns, succulents and other

Olivetti typewriter. Fully
electric. $225; Sofa-$15 or
best o(fer. Call 352-0559.

FOR RENT

Injury-prone
Cunningham overcomes bad fuck fo star

'

By Mike Lesko

There must have been
times
during
Corey
Cunningham's
fooiball
career when he figured he
was dcslined to wear a
hospital gown more than his
football uniform.
Considering the lengthy
list of ailments suffered by
Cunningham in his career,
you'd have thought he
could have been a regular ,>n
a soap opera like General
Hospital or The Doctors.

But after going through
an incredible injury jinx in
junior high and high school.
Cunningham has become a
starter at defensive tackle
for Bowling Green the last
two seasons.
A senior, he has had only
one injury of consequence
in
college
strained
ligaments in his knee which
caused him to miss last
year's final game
1 WAS ALWAYS getting
hurt when 1 was younger."

Cunningham admitted. "It
was just a lot of bad luck. I
guess.
"In
eighth grade. I
fractured my skull during a
pickup football game." he
explained "The next year I
broke my hand playing
freshman football in high
school. When I was a
sophomore. I broke my
ankle in a game and then I
strained
some
knee
ligaments when I was a
senior.
"This
may
not
be

funny." he added, "but
once in junior high I put a
shotput in my locker and
when I bent down it fell on
my head. It just gave me a
big bump on the top of my
head, though."
More than anything else.
Cunningham
credits
weightlifting for the absensc
of extensive injuries.
"I started lifting weights
in my last year of high
school." revealed the former
most
valuable defensive
player at Lorain Senior High

really

CUNNINGHAM is one of
the Falcons who thawd
their heads lor this season
"We just did it for fun
Gene Jones and I had it
planned before the season.
A lot mote were supposed
to do it but they chickened
out." he laughed.
Cunningham
admitted
that there was a definite
letdown after the Falcons

were toppled by Miami
earlier in the season.
"It was hard not to have
a letdown against Ball State
because we waited for the
championship for so long,"
he said.
"Sometimes the breaks are
gonna go against you and
when we played Miami,
they did. You can't say for
sure if we would have gone
undefeated if we had beaten
Miami, but I don't think
anyone would have stopped
us."

Falcons search for eighth win

t#/*^h

By Dan Garfield
Assistant Sports Editor
There seems to be a lot of
enthusiasm
building for
tomorrow's Bowling Green Southern Illinois Untwntt)
(Sill) football game ■• about
as much as the changing of
the guard at Westminster
Palace
Sporting a 7-2 mark, the
Falcons will battle the
Salukis ,ii I HI p in (ST) in
Carbondale, III.
Despite
ihe
BG
opponent's
pool
racord
(I ■" 11. "they still h.oe

-/v

H
Defensive tackle Corey Cunningham.

some
good
players."
according lo BG head coach
Don Nchlen.
"I KNOW why they're
1-7-1 but they don't look
that bad on film except that
they
make
mistakes,''
Nehlen said "Then skill

people are as good as
jn> one we have played."
The BG coach, yearning
lor an eighth victory which
would give him his best
record in eight years at the
University, said SIU relies
on the Wishbone] ofTente

and a set of very good
runners.
"Their outside running
has been their best this
year."
Nehlen
said
yesterday at his weekly
press conference.
"They
have excellent speed.
■

The BG !\e^
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and Bench is expected to be
road) lo go long hetore the
opening ol spring training.
AllOjlK "I"'1 "'■'" '"■ "H1
will remain in a ding fot
about two weeks
"I think Dr. O'Donoghue
is atraid I'll rush out and
play golf." said Bench, who
did just thai alter his |972
operation
O'Donoghue. the surgeon
w ho
peilmmed
knee
suigery on tssex Johnson.
the
Cincinnati
Bengals
running back, will remove a
damaged piece ol cartilage
from ■ joint atop the
shoulder and also remove a
small section of bone from
the end of the collai hone.
"I DIDN'T want to go to
spring training as weak as I
was in that arm." said
Bench ot his decision to
undergo surgery. "I wanted
to work on the nautilus
machine, but I couldn't lift
anything. The shoulder was
getting weaker. It wasn't

Hockey tickets
A student ID ticket exchange continues until 5
p.m. today in Memorial Hall for this weekend's home
hockey serres against Clarkson.
Single-game tickets at SI for students and S2 for
adults and S2.S0 reserved seats tickets are also on
sale.
FACE-OFF time tonight and tomorrow will be
7:30 p.m. with the Ice Arena gates opening at 6:30
p.m.
Tickets in all categories will be sold or exchanged
at the gate until supplies are exhausted.

BG-Cav's Night
Tickets are now on sale for the annual Bowling
Green-Cleveland Cavaliers night set for Nov. 29 in the
Coliseum in Richfield Township.
The Cavaliers will meet the Seattle Supersomcs in
an 8 p.m. contest that offers special ticket prices for
all University students, faculty and staff.
TICKETS FOR the game, regularly id. can be
purchased for just S3 by contacting Larry Weiss at
the Alumni Office.
Deadline for reservations is Nov. 21.

"ON FILM they look like
a real physical team, but
they lose. Their two running
backs and two receivers are
as good as the best around."
he added.
The weekly injury report
from the Falcon ranks
sounds the same. The
linescore now reads: four
out for the season, three in
doubt, two with sore
muscles
and
five
unaccounted for.
In any event. Nehlen is
singing a finer tune after his
squad pulled out a I'll 7
thriller at Ohio University
Saturday. He said he is very
pleased with the fullback
situation and added that
tailback Dave Preston is
back
to
his
1974
record-breaking form.
"Saleet (Dan) was OK in
practice all week and I'm
quite pleased." the Falcon

coach said. "I think we're
really strong at fullback,"
he added, noting a healthy
Jim Gause. Joe Guyer and
Saleet.
"I THINK Dave Preston
is about ready to break.
He's had a good practice
and we'll just wait and see
what
he
does
this
Saturday."
The Falcons will sahre
second place with Ball State
in
the
Mid-American
Conference
(MAC)
if
Central Michigan loses to
Northern Illinois tomorrow.
Both BG and Ball State
own 4-2 league marks while
Central would have a 3-2-1
mark A Central win at
home, however, would give
it undisputed position of
second. Miami clinched the
MAC title last week at
Western Michigan.

Swami
sez:

Surgery for Bench
CINCINNATI (API •• At
one
point
last
season.
Cincinnati
Reds calchei
Johnny Bench expressed his
distaste for the prospect of
further surgery.
He had a serious lung
operation in 1072. and last
year, despite the pain which
plagued
him
from
a
shoulder Injury, he hoped
surgery
would not be
required.
HOWEVER, the
Reds
catcher, who sustained the
injury' April '2 in a collision
at home plate, agreed to
undergo another operation
Monday after Dr. Donald
O'Donoghue. an othopedic
specialist from Oklahoma
told him it was necessary.
O'Donoghue also told
him "if you're going to hurt
your shoulder, this is where
you'd want it to be."
The surgery, which will
be performed in Oklahoma
City, is considered minor
according to club officials

School.
"That's
helped me a lot."

fair 10 anvone for me not to
have the operation "

Arizona over Colorado State by 11
California over Air Force by 10
Georgia and Auburn EVEN
Navy over Georgia Tech by J
Eastern Michigan over Western Michigan by 2

The all-*!*! .catcher Mid
the only reliel he got from
the pain after his early
season collision was from
cortisone injections and siad
he thought of getting one

Oklahoma over Missouri by 9

before the National I eague
playoffs against Pittsburgh

Score

but "was reeling so good"
thai he put » "it

Falcon tailback Dave Preston (9) crosses Ihe goal line
in last Saturday's win over Ohio University. Preston,
the Mid-American Conference's leading scorer, is
returning to his record-breaking form of last season.
(Newsphoto by Dan Feicht)

Notre Dame over Pitt by S
Michigan over Illinois by 20
Ohio State over Minnesota by 21
Bowling Green over Southern Minims by 22

Women swimmers compete in MAC meet
team competing in the meet
that
I'm afraid ol" is
Pittsburgh "
Other teams competing in
the MAC championships
include
Miami.
Ohio
University.
Western
Michigan.
Wright
Sine
University, the University of
Toledo and the University
of Cincinnati
THE FALCON tankers
won the MAC champion-

By Lauri Leach
Assistant Sports Editor
The
University
of
Pittsburgh poses the only
possible threat to another in
i long line of Bowling Green
swimming championships as
BG's
women
swimmers
compete
in
the
Mid-American Conference
(MAC)
swimming
championships today and
tomorrow
at
Miami
University.
"Pittsburgh is supposed
to have some good freshmen
sprinters, said BG coach
Jean Campbell. "The only

yrrvrrmmtii <1 j>

25%j
SOFF SALE:

HOW DOES
•57.50*
SOUND?
•„•
ir
•:.•
<r
<r
-..-

plants
cloths
jew a Is

Deluxe 2 bdrm.
Furnished
Central heat 6 air
Laundry fac. in bldg.
Ample parking
Outdoor gas grills

j>

OPEN
12 noon
to 6:00 p.m.

Mon-Sat

For Information. Call
352-4293

Worldly
Goods

Hampton House
70$ »» SI.
"per person

• vrything 2

C

904 E. Wooster

UJUMJUJU «I uumfl

ships last year when they
hosted
the
meet
in
Napoleon.
"We're not resting any
for this meet," Campbell
said. "We're swimming right
through it.
"We're going lo try to
hold our endurance for the
rest of the season. I think
what we do the rest of the
season is more important

JAZZ

than this one meet," she
added.
CAMPBELL SAID she
expected BG's times would
not
improve since the
women will be more tired as
a result of not tapering off
practices before the meet.
"It will be interesting lo
see how our relays do, since
our strength lies there,"
Campbell said. "The relays

~*>8
^p ■

may wim it (the MAC) for
us if we do win."
Both Campbell and diving
coach Sue Smith noted that
BG's freshmen divers are
coming along.
Three first-year divers freshmen Mary Heitman and
Pal Steigcr and sophomore
Renee Crippen -- will dive

ADD & TYPE SHOP

SALES & SERVICE
OF ANY TYPE

BUDDY RICH and his
BIG BAND MACHINE

SAT.. NOV. 22 at 8:30)P.M.
P.M.
TOLEDO MASONIC AUDITORIUM
.UDITORIUM

b

DONT MISS THEM
\i TEAR
TEAR IT
IT UP
UP IN M
BLOCKBUSTER STYLE....
TYLE....
TICKETS $4/5/6
1157 for reservations'^
PHONE 419/472-1157
reserva

"33,500,000
Unclaimed
Scholarships

this weekend along with
veteran MiSue Finke.
Each of BG's divers will
be required to perform 11
dives. Finke and Steiger will
participate
in
the
three-meter diving while
Heitman and Crippen dive
the one-meter event.

Toledo

Bowling Green
1 66 N. Main St.
port
3 5 2-3309
Clinton

Wear it
Proudly!

Ove< S33.500.000 unclaimed scholarships, gums, auk, •••n'
fellowships ranging from S50 10 S10.000 Cuutnl i«st ol
these sources researched and compiled as of Sepi 15 1975

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS

Fact
Line
ABORTION
$12S00
TOLL FREE

9 a.m.- 1C .

lioo^jejno

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
MANAGEMENT NOW LEASING

RESEARCH
Tnouaanda ot Topics

FOR FALL

tm4 lm veer m !■ —M. '«
mm. «*• »•" ■■»» lacM
SIOO 1. eta

'OR FULLY FURNISHED APTS

■eaeancM iaaiT»iici. me
itnaiOAMOAvs..« saa
LOS ANCILEI. CALIF WOn
ISIS 47 7««>«

Birchwood Piece 650 6lh Si

O- mi I mmnwmktlm

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.

• rMw

Buckeye

HOUH

649 6th Si

Ml Vernon 802 6th St

0" CO Mrs 9 12 and 15

352-9378

112/5 Massachusetts Ave.. Los Angeles. CA 900.'5
I I dm enclosing S9.95 plus SI 00 to' postage and handling

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:
Name^

10:00 - 4:00
Friday, November 14

Address
Cily
State _
(California residents please add 6% Mies tax I

It's your college ring.
Come in and see us about it soon.

-Z.p.

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Student Service. Building

JOSTENS
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Eastern power invades

leers entertain Clarkson
By Bill Estep
Assistant Sports Editor

Falcon rightwinger Sieve Murphy brings (he puck up the ice in
las) weekend's act
with Lake Forest Murphy scored two goals
and assisted on a pair in BG's double win over the Lakers.

VAt

Well, fans, it's time to
bring Bowling Green and
Clarkson down off their icy
clouds and return them to
the collegiate hockey wars
this weekend.
The
two
nationallyranked teams will square off
in a two-game series tonight
and tomorrow at the Ice
Arena. The opening faceoff
for both games is slated for
7:30 p.m.
The Falcons and the
Golden
Knights
both
opened their seasons over
the weekend and the scores
reflected the closeness of
the games.
Bowling Green, ranked
ninth nationally in the
KMl 1 (Si Louis) pre-season
poll, whipped Lake Forest
13-1
and
10-1
in
a
record-breaking
fashion.
Sixteenth ranked Clarkson,
meanwhile,
defeated
Buffalo. 11-4. But both
coaches agreed that the
opposition was somewhat
suspect.
"EVERYONE ON our
team knows that we weren't

playing a top notch team."
Falcon coach Ron Mason
said of Lake Forest. "They
(Clarkson) are similar to us
in that they have toughness
and proven scorers. It won't
be a case of one team
walking over the other. The
caliber of play will be fairly
even."
"It was a relatively easy
game for us last weekend."
Clarkson coach Jerry York
said in a telephone interview
Wednesday "Buffalo is a
Division II team, therefore
not on the same level as us.
It was haid to draw any
conclusions
from
last
weekend
from
a team
standpoint.
"We will really be tested
this weekend, though, as BG
is one of the toughest teams
in ihe nation." York added.
Mason
returned
the
compliment
by
tabbing
Clarkson as "one of the top
learns in the east."
The Gulden Knights, who
recorded a 13-5-1 record
last season, arc members of
the
prestigious
Eastern
Collegiate
Athletic
Conference (ECAC) thai
also includes such powers as

Boston University and RP1
BG's next opponent.
"They (Clarkson) saw us
win
the
Thanksgiving
tourney last year and they
know whal kind of team we
have." Mason said. "They
know what they're getting
into and I don't think
they'll be the least bit
overconfident."
THE BG MENTOR was
referring to the North
Country
Tournament,
which Clarkson played in,
when the Falcons beat host
St. Lawrence and Boston
University en route to
winning the championship.
The Falcon skaters have a
couple of scores to settle
with Clarkson.
One is Ihe 4-1 series lead
the Knights hold over BG.
The Falcons' lone victory
came ihe last time the learns
clashed during the 1170-71
campaign.
THE OTHER SCORE
could come in the form of
just one goal in tonight's
game. In a feat ili.n suitably
fits
the
year of the
Bicentennial, the Falcons
will try to extend their
scoring streak to 200 games.

Harriers face district field
By Bill Estep
Assistant Sports Editor

The Falcon cross country leam will try to extend its
season by one not tomorrow when il challenges the field II
Indiana University in the
NCAA
District
Four
championships.
The six-mile race, to be held on Ihe same course as lasl
year's NCAA championships, will begin at II a.m. (CSTI.
The top five finishers in the team standings and ihe first
ten individual runners not on those squads will advance to
the NCAA championships next week at I'eiin Sine
University.
The Falcon harriers, coming off a fourth place finish ai
lasl week's MidAmerican Conference (MAC) Mile run. will
be aiming lo extend Iheir participation in Ihe nationals to
13 of the last Id years.
SINCE Mel Uiodt look over the IK! coaching helm in
I960, the Falcons hive Melded a team Ol have had at least
one individual al the NCAA chase 13 nines dining Ins
tenure
Biodl's learns have placed ninth, eighth, seventh and
sixth in foui of Ihe lasl six NCAA championships Included

among Ihe NCAA all-Americans under Brodl have been Sid
Sink (three limes), Dave Wottle (1971). Craig Macdonald
(1972) and Tim Zumbaugh last season.
Zunihaugh earned a berth in ihe nationals with his 14th
place finish in last year's District Four run al the University
of Wisconsin and earned all-American honors with another
Mill place finish al ihe NCAA meet.
The BG captain, slowed earlier this season with a foot
injury, fell to 37th place at last week's MAC chase but can't
be counted out of contention tomorrow.
Junior Dan Dunlon. who led the Falcons'MAC effort
with a fifth place finish, missed making last year's NCAA
"cut" by two places. He has been the team's most
consistent runnet this season.

THE FALCONS, who took seventh al lasl year's District
Four, will have to contend with some strong Big Ten and
MAC

contingents in tomorrow's run.

The Big Ten, which has never won the four-year old
district race, will field league champion Michigan.
On the basis of the Big Ten andMAC championships,
Brodl said Michigan is the favorite to win the team title and
thai Ihe oilier four NCAA berths are up for grabs.
The Falcon men tot said thai Illinois. Wisconsin. MAC
runner-up Kent State and MAC champion Ball Slate will

challenge for ihe team championship. He said that Eastern
Michigan, last yen's MAC and District Four titles!, is

questionable.
"I DON'T know if we can realistically consider us in the
race." Brodl said of his team's chances. "Bui there's always
hope.
Brodl said Ihe Indiana course is similar to the Penn State
layout, but completely different from Eastern Michigan's
where the MAC title chase was run.
"There is no comparison between Eastern's course and
this one." Brodl said. "This course has long gradual
upgrades, dips and valleys. It's a real good. thought-out

course."
Three-time Big Ten champion Craig Virgin of Illinois, ihe
defending District lour tMlsl who finished just ahead of
Zumbaugh al last year's nationals, is the favorite in the
individual battle, according to Brodl.
"BASED ON past performance, individually there
shouldn't be any contest," Brodt said of Virgin. "He's
pretty much in a class by himself."
Brodl said the same rosier thai represented the Falcons
al the MAC will run tomorrow. The seven runners include
Zumbaugh, Dunton, Gary Desjardins, Kevin Ryan. Gar)
Little, Brent Beams and Dan Cartledge.

Not since the sixth game
of the 1969 season. BG's
first year as a varsity team,
have the Falcons been
shutout. The University of
Denver holds the distinction
of being the lasl team to
blank BG.
If the Falcons do dent
the nets tonight they will
become the third collegiate
team lo reach the 200-game
milestone.
Norwich
University, a Northfield. Vt.
Division II squad, holds the
all-time mark of 256 games,
while Cornell had nol been
shutout in 253 games prior
lo this season.
Bowling Green has spent
much of this week's practice
sessions experimenting with
its "red" line left in limbo
by freshman center Tom
Newton's inehgibilty.
New ion
was
ruled
ineligible lasl Friday by ihe
NCAA
because
the
Uxbridgc. Out. native signed
a contract to play major
"A"
hockey
with
the
Oshawa Generals.
•
Ficshnian Dan Gagner
played in Newton's place
last Friday and sophomore
point man Kandy Schuchard
saw action Salutday.
To help reduce
the
burden
of
Newton's
absence. Mason had moved
John Marked, one of seven
freshman who hit their first
collegiate points against
Lake Forest, from his left
wing
spol
on
the
all-tiesliinen "orange" line
lo center wings Rich Nagal
and Tom Esper.
Bui Markell sprained a
knee during Wednesday's
workout and is not slated to
see action against Clarkson.
Thai necessitated a change
bringing freshman center
Mark
Wells
from
the
"orange" line to replace
Markell. As contusing as il
all seems. Wells will mm
play in the middle of N.ie.n
and Espei and Gagner will
center the "orange" line.
Wells,
who
is
still
suffering from the lingering

effects of mononudeosis,
was scheduled lo see mils
limited play ilus weekend.

Mason
said
before
Wednesday's practice that
he would probably only be
used in special situations,
such as penalty killing and
power plays.
WHILE THE FALCONS
put the stop on 12 of 13
Lake Forest power play
attempts, Clarkson hit on
three goals on the power
play.
"I
didn't
like
the
penalties." Mason said of
BG's 22 infractions against
the Foresters. "If we come
up with thai number against
a good team like Clarkson.
it will hurt us. Last week
they were all checking-type
of penalities, which 1 don't
mind, but I didn't like the
amount Out were called."
Both teams are scheduled
to start a different goalie
each night.
GEORGE GALBRAITH.
the only senior on the
youthful Clarkson squad,
will guard the goal tonight,
while Brian Shields will go
tomorrow. Shields played
against Buffalo and made 45
saves.
"We feel we also have
two strong goaltenders."
York said "We want to try
to
establish
the
same
routine as BG "
Thai routine includes die
rotation of Al Sarachman
and Mike Luit during each
series. Sarachman. who had
25 saves and losl his shutout
in the opening minute of
lasl week's opener, probably
will start tonight. according
lo Mason.
Luit. who stopped 28
shots and gave up the lone
goal of Saturday's game on
a power play with five
minutes left in the contest,
will play loinonow.

•••
WBGU-TV
will
air
Sa in [day's
Bowling
Grcen-Clarkson
game
beginning at 7:30 p.m.
Terry Shaw will do the
play-by-play
announcing
with Jim Schneidei handling

the coloi commentary
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The bowl-pickers are ready
By Dan Garfield
iSSlslinl Sports Editor

It's that lime of the yeai again All the publicit) is read)
to go and preparations and contacts have been finalized,
Starting Monday morning, the nation's bowl chairmen
will be oul in lull force using to lure the collegiate circuit's
finesl teams iii thcii communities foi a Christmas-holida)
game and mliei fringe benefits.
However, there are those thai will jump the gun-there's
always ■ handful who sneak out the back dooi before the
official dale
The Cotton Bowl committee literally ran oul si.nk naked
and said lhe> are signing None Dame to a commitment in
Dallas New Yeai's Day Apparently the) needed someone
good oi they wanted lo gel the lush before they lost
anolhei game
NO OTHER Institution has nude an agreement to a
post-season howl except foi Mid-American Conference
(MAC) champion Miami, who automatical!) possesses .i nip
lo Orlando foi the I.ingenue Bowl .is ihe league's
representative,
The Redskins' opponent is somcwli.it .i mystery Ihe
MAC usually waiis until the Christmas ■ n-.li Isovei before
going after such bargains as Georgia (7-1 In 1074) and
Florida. (7-4 in 1973).
Tins year, due to a Southeast Conference (SEC) tilling,
no leam in thai conference can play in the I .ingenue Howl
because a defeat would add to much embarrasmenl to the
conference, league officials decided e.iiltet this sear.
As for ihe major bowls, here's my line-up for the
1975-76 scene:
Due to ihe obvious conclusion In Ann Arbor, Ohio Slate
will be visning Pasadena as the Big Ten's representative for
the fourth consecutive yeai The Buckeyes will battle the
California Bears for the first time in Rose Bowl compelilion
since the 1950 17-14 Ohio State win.
THE ROSE BOWL always has been labeled the
"granddaddy of all bowls" and with a pan of teams like
Ohio State and, California, it appeals thai tag fits
appropriately this season.
Journeying down south, the Orange Bowl is the kingpin
of Ihe Sunshine state. Unlike the Rose Bowl, when ihe Big
Ten and PAC 8 conferences send representatives, the
Orange Bowl has no commitment.
However, a gentleman's agreement down Miami way
opens the door for the Big Eight champion and an
opponent to be winedand-dined in that classic. This year's
match-up is colorful again. Nebraska, most-likely unbeaten
going in and conference champions, will face oncc-again
Southeast Conference champion Alabama, who bounced
back so remarkably from an opening loss to Missouri.

The pagenliy exemplified in the Sugar Bowl was mule
famous b\ its move as a New Year's Eve game and Howard
Cosell's mouthful aftertones.
THE OLD SWAMI sees the Big Eight runner-up Oklahoma,
who's 37-game unbeaten sneak was broken by Kansas
taking on Penn Slate Once again, the Sugai Bowl slips
slow IN. dow n the ladder of respect. The zenith of Us dignity
came two sens ago when None Dame and Alabama
collided foi the national title.
The Cotton Bowl jumped the gun in announcing they
want None Dame, regardless of Us record. Its probable
opponent, and a worthy one. will be Texas A & M. the
third-ranked team In the nation. The stands will be packed
al the Cotton Bowl, no doubt. Just having Notre Dame in
Texas is a blessing down there.
With the majoi bowls filled, the second-level ones step in
.nid giab foi any team with a half-decent record and enough
fans they can send lo fill their stadium.
The first in line is the Gator Bowl. Tins year's matchup
Should be a pair of runner-ups. Michigan finally will get a
postseason howl (not the one they wanted). They will
lunge foi the Gaioi and succeed. The Wolverines probably
will send about 100.000 bowl-starved fans to Jacksonville
for thai classic

will get the nod to play the Buffalos. If history repeats
itself,
this could be the
best
match-up
since
Hardin-Simmons beal Texas Mines
In a surprising move, the Astro-Bluebonnet delegation
will pull iii a pan of jewels. Texas, which will lose out lo
Texas A & M for the Southwest title, will accept a bid to
play in the Astro-Bluebonnel Bowl against Southern Cal.
which elected to Win one for the "gippei" rather than to
send coach John McKay OUI a losei--io UCLA.
Although not a major bowl in any respect, this match-up
may
pave the way
for future success in the
Astro-Bluebonnel classic And regardless of records, a
Texas-Southem Cal game will bring attention from
throughout the nation,
IN THE REMAINING three bowls (of Division I
significance), the Peach Bowl will attract hometown guesl
Georgia Tech (jus' lo get anyone to go to a football game in
Atlanta) and Maryland, which missed a major bowl by
inches when il lost lo Penn Stale, 15-13.

!

For the Fiesta Bowl, always a siesta affair in Phoenix.
Western Athletic Conference champions and undefeated
Arizona Slate will lake on UCLA in a move to upgrade that
bowl.
Due lo new rules in both the Big Ten and PAC 8. more
than one le.ini horn those conferences can go howl-bound.
This yeai the Fiesta committee lucked out and grabbed a
crowd -pie user.
Finally, the Tangerine Bowi-the orange-pit of northern
Florida In an attempt to add luster lo this bowl, the city of
Orlando is expanding the Stadium sealing from 14.000 lo
50.000.
This year, due lo engineering failures and construction
defaults, only 20.000 seals will he ready-but that's more
than enough. With Miami (0). coming again, only a top
name team can save this bowl. North Carolina Stale, a Penn
Slate victor bul three-lime loser, will accept the vacation
rathet than stay at home.
There's the probable line-up. You pick the winners.

THE WOLVERINES' opponent will be Florida-a
runner-up to Alabama in the SEC. The Gators (so
appropriate!) dubbed) played in the Sugar Bowl last season
and finally are settling down to something they think is
then own si/e.
Michigan is in a class above the Galors. after the latter
couldn't even save face in a 21-10 loss two years ago to
Miami in the Tangerine Bowl.
The Navy, having a fine season, will play in the Liberty
Bowl. Navy hasn't been lo a bowl in 11 years, having lost to
Texas. 28-6 in the 1964 Cotton Bowl.
Liberty Bowl officials staled earlier this fall thai they
could not think of a more appropriate team to play in the
liberty Bowl on the eve of our nation's Bicentennial than
Navy With that attribute, all Navy has to ask is. "Where do
I sign'"
Navy's opponent will be Missouri. After a strong start
beating Alabama, the Tigers lost a few Big Eight contests.
They have Oklahoma and Kansas left and after a loss lo
Oklahoma, they'll whip Kansas foi the right to sign their
name to the liberty Bowl commitment.
THE SUN BOWL needs no explanation. It is the fourth
oldest bowl and probably Ihe least admired. Mississippi
State and Notth Carolina struggled last year and this year's
lineup runs about the same.
The Colorado Buffalos. with Kansas and Kansas State
left should wind up with about eight wins, while Arizona,
who will lose out to rival Arizona State for the Fiesta Bowl,

Grab it!

University of California receiver Steve Riveri (dark jersey) cant get hold of this
pass in the Bears' 28-14 upset win over Southern California two weeks ago
California could be going to its first Rose Bowl in 2S years if it wins the PAC 8
conference, while Southern Cal can also be bowl-bound due to a new ruling in that
conference. AP wirephoto).
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